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Introduction

The work presented in this thesis deals with experimental methods for photon emis-

sion spectroscopy of ions, charged atoms, colliding with neutral targets. This thesis

is based on ten papers, published or submitted for publication. The main aim for

this thesis is to discuss the work that has lead to these papers rather than the results

which are discussed in the individual papers. The text is divided into three sections.

The first section is a general background to the studies. The second section is de-

voted to the study of keV/u ion-atom collisions by photon emission spectroscopy.

The third section discusses MeV/u beam-foil spectroscopy. The main text is com-

plemented by two appendices. The first discusses velocity and lifetime effects for

photons emitted in ion-atom collisions. The second contains a description of the

experimental set-up at the ECR facility at Uppsala University which is used for

photon emission spectroscopy experiments.

Collaboration is usually necessary within experimental physics. Hence all the pre-

sented papers have several authors and the use of we throughout this thesis. For the

work with He (paper 5 and 8) I was responsible for both experiment and analysis.

For the work with Kr (paper 1), although Hutton wrote the article, I was involved in

both the experimental work as well as the analysis. In the spectroscopy of Xe (paper

2, 4 and 9) I was mainly involved in the experimental work. I did however assist M.

Larsson with some calculations to guide the analysis both for atomic structure as

well as experimental parameters. For the work with beam-foil spectroscopy Hutton

is responsible (paper 3, 6 and 10) but I am involved experimentally as well as in the

data-analysis.



This thesis is based on the following papers:

1. Photon spectroscopy following electron capture for the collision sys-

tem 10 keV/q Kr«+ + He, ( q=7,8,9).

R. Hutton, S. Huldt, B. Nystrom, F.Heijkenskjold, P. Glans and M.O. Larsson

Physica Scripta, 48, 569 - 572 (1993).

2. Wavelengths and energy levels of the 4d95s - 4d95p transition array

of Xe IX.

P. van Kampen, R. Hallin, F. Heijkenskjold, A. Langereis, M.O. Larsson,

C. Nordling, B. Nystrom, G. O'Sullivan and A. Wannstrom.

Physica Scripta, 49, 198 - 200 (1994).

3. Experimental lifetimes for the 3p 2P levels in Na-like Nb ( Nb30+ ).

R. Hutton, S. Huldt, B. Nystrom, I. Martinson, K. Ando, T. Kambara,

Y. Kanai, Y. Nakai, Y. Awaya and J. Sugar.

Physical Review, A51, 143 - 146 (1995).

4. Wavelengths and energy levels of Xe VII and Xe VIII obtained by

collision based spectroscopy.

M.O. Larsson, A.M. Gonzalez, R. Hallin, F. Heijkenskjold, R.Hutton,

A. Langereis, B. Nystrom, G. O'Sullivan and A. Wannstrom.

Physica Scripta, 51, 69 - 75, (1995).
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ion-atom collisions.

R. Hutton, S. Huldt and B. Nystrom

Proceedings of the 12 :th International workshop of ECR Ion sources, Tokyo

(1995).
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1 Background

Consider a beam of charged particles, Pq+, passing through a gas of neutral target

atoms, T, at a particular velocity, v. When an incoming ion collides with a target

atom a number of scattering processes are possible. The initial and final channel

can then be written

P9+ - r)e (1)

where q,r and s represent the charge of the collision partners before and after

the collision and i,j, k and / represent the necessary quantum numbers needed to

describe the initial and final channel. Note that each exit channel is a possible mode

of fragmentation of the composite system (P?+ + T-,), which is the initial channel.

Three types of processes arc possible;

Elastic collisions: r = s = 0, i = k and j = j . The system is left in the initial

channel but the initial momentum is redistributed among

the colliding particles.

Inelastic collisions: r = s = 0, i -^ k and/or j ^ /. This corresponds to excita-

tion of the ion and/or the atom.

Reactive collisions: r ^ 0 and/or s ^ 0. Here we restrict the discussion to atomic

processes i.e. only those which affect the electronic structure

and not the nuclei. These processes are electron transfer

between target and projectile and ionization of target and/or

projectile.

The probability, P{j, for a particular collision process is defined by the partial cross-

section, a,j, for the process, P{j = aifpdx, where p is the number density of target



atoms and dx is the position in the target. The reaction-rate of the process is then

N,P{f. Here JV,- is the number of incoming ions per unit time. Cross-sections have

the unit of area and can be regarded, as the name implies, as an effective size of the

target.

Thus, when an ion-beam passing through an atomic gas, a distribution of ions and

atoms is formed via the different collision processes. The distribution depends on

the partial cross-sections, which in turn depend on the structure of the colliding

partners and on the collision velocity, v.

As an example of the velocity-dependence of the different processes consider the

system O7+ + He. According to [1] electron capture is by far the dominant process

for collision velocities below 1 a.u. (1 a.u. = 2.19 mm/ns). If, on the other hand, the

energy of the incoming ions is in the MeV/u range target ionization is the dominant

process. For this energy region the partial cross-sections for projectile ionization

and electron capture are equal in magnitude.

For further use throughout this thesis we define slow and fast beams. A beam is

considered slow if the energy is below 25 keV/u. This low energy beam will have

a velocity below 1 a.u. A beam is considered fast if the beam energy is above 1

MeV/u, i.e. the velocity is larger than 5 a.u.

Thus, systems with low relative collision velocities may be used as light-sources

where electron-capture is the dominant process for populating excited states. Photon

emission spectroscopy of these systems can be used for two purposes. If we know the

structure, i.e. level energies, transition wavelength, transition probabilities etc., of

the ions/atoms the resulting spectrum from the collision can be used to investigate

the collision process. On the other hand the ion-atom collisions can be used as a

light source for spectroscopic studies. By learning more about the collision processes

one can make better use of the collision properties for structure studies, e.g. predict

the distribution of populated excited levels for a particular collision system.



In section 2 the discussion concerning slow collisions continues.

Higher collision energies, MeV/u, and an exchange of the gas target for a thin

carbon-foil gives a collision system with different properties. If the foil has a sufficient

thickness, each projectile-ion undergoes several collisions during the foil-passage.

Each single event can be understood as an electron impact excitation/ionization

but the convolution of all events cannot be described accurately although there has

been some recent progress in this field [2], There are semi-empirical formulas [3, 4]

based on statistical methods that describe the charge-state distribution after the

foil passage as a function of the energy of the incident beam. In most cases is the

final distribution is independent of the charge-state of the incoming ions. Further,

although the foils are dense targets, the time it takes for a energetic particle to pass

through is in the order of 10~14 s. This gives a well defined excitation time that can

be utilized for time-resolved spectroscopy. Spectroscopic techniques may be used

to study the structure and decay properties of highly charged ions created in the

foil-passage.

Section 3 will discuss some aspects of such studies performed at The Institute of

Physical and Chemical Research, RIKEN, in Tokyo.



2 Slow collision photon spectroscopy

The decay of excited atomic states formed in slow collision can be studied by either

photon or electron emission spectroscopy. The two methods probe different parts

of the energy level scheme. Atoms/ions populated in energy levels below the first

ioni2ation limit cannot decay by electron emission, they are restricted to radiative

decay. For levels above the ionization limit both decay modes are energetically

possible. The transitions in the respective schemes have to abide by the selection

rules for the respective transitions.

Electron spectroscopy can resolve different n/-states in favorable cases and is a highly

efficient method to get information about the processes that lead to electron emis-

sion. Coincidence techniques can be applied [6] between the ejected electrons and

the recoil ions. Photon spectroscopy gives the possibility of higher energy resolution

[7]. It is often possible to resolve the transitions between individual nl ' 2 S + 1 ) i j

levels, that are populated in the collision. However, photon detection, in general, is

not efficient enough to enable coincidence techniques to be applied.

The figure below (2.1) shows an example of an electron spectrum and a section of a

photon spectrum for 90 keV Kr9+ colliding with He,
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Figure 2.1. Electron spectrum [8] and photon spectrum (paper 1) of 90 keV Kr9+

colliding with He. Note that the energy range of the photon spectrum is 10 eV. For

comparison a 10 eV section is marked in the electron spectrum. Also shown is the

energy level scheme of Kr VIII where the levels marked by solid lines are measured

values [9] and the levels marked by cut lines are values calculated with the Cowan

code [5]. The first ionization limit 3d10 [9] at 126 eV is drawn as a dashed line

across the energy level-diagram.
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Consider a system in which a beam of ions pass through a gas of neutral atoms: N(n

is the number of ions per second, / is the target length and p is the number density

of atoms. Then the rate, / , of the transition between level i and level j becomes

(2)

[7] where fi and 7/(A) is the solid angle and the efficiency of the detector system

respectively, afm is the emission cross-section for level i, 5,j is the branching ratio

for the transition to the lower level j , T* is the lifetime correction and P(i?) is the

polarization correction

for the observation angle i?. II is the polarization of the emitted radiation

The polarization of the emitted photons arises from the anisotropy of the population

of the magnetic sub-levels. Note that the instrumental polarization is implicitly

included in the efficiency parameter of the detecting system, 77. See appendix A for

further discussions on emission cross-sections and lifetime corrections.

There are several different theoretical methods that attempt to describe the differ-

ent partial cross-sections for slow collision processes [7]. One model [10] based on

classical concepts has been very useful for highly charged collision systems [11]. The

overbarrier model describe the collision as two coulomb potentials moving towards

each other and then apart again. When the potentials move towards each other,

at distance R\, the potential-barrier between them may become so low that the

outermost target electron is free to move in the double potential well. Thus as the

11



collision partners move apart again the electron has the possibility to be captured

on the projectile or remain on the target. This gives a geometrical cross-section

irRl, R\ - (2^/q + l ) / / i , where q is the ionic charge and h ' s the first ionization

energy of the target atom. From this model the principal quantum number for the

captured electron can also be determined. A captured electron will have the same

energy relative to the ionization-limit in the projectile as it had in the target atom.

The figure (2.2) shows an example of an ion, q=5, and a neutral target atom at

different inter-nuclear distances.

12
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Figure 2.2. Double potential wells as a function of internuclear distance. The differ-

ent figures show the sum of a neutral coulomb potential and a potential where q = 5.

In the potential that represents the target atom the ionization energy for some target

atoms, * H, • Na, x Ar, • He and o He+, is marked. Also shown in the potential

that represents the projectile are the hydrogenic energy-levels, n = 2-9.

The over-barrier model is based on the concept that the outermost electron is free

to move in classical orbits. This is equivalent to stating that the capture takes place
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at such large distances that the interaction between the active electron and the core

electrons can be neglected. This is of course strictly true only for bare projectiles,

but the model is still a concept that can be used as a guide-line when the projectile

electron core is "pointlike", i.e. it is a better model for C5 + colliding on He than

for Xe5+ impinging on He.

In 1992 a collaboration between Lund and Uppsala was initiated. The purpose was

to study slow collisions by photon emission spectroscopy. In section 2.1 we continue

the discussion concerning collision studies. Section 2.2 discusses atomic structure

studies using the ion-atom collision as a light-source. In section 2.3 a brief summary

is given together with a future outlook. All collision studies presented here are done

at the Uppsala ECR facility. The experimental set-up for photon spectroscopy is

described in Appendix B.

2.1 Collision studies

The purpose of the collision studies is to measure the intensities of the transitions

between the levels populated in the collision and to deduce the emission cross-

sections according to (2)

If it is also possible to deduce the emission cross-sections for the cascading levels

to a particular level then the partial cross-section for this level can be determined

according to eq. (27).

During a spectral recording of the collision region there are several parameters in

(5) that are constant, i.e. without wavelength dependence: (I) the solid angle,

fi, which is determined by the size of the entrance slits and the distance between

the spectrometer and the target, (II) the number of incident ions, Nin, which is

14



proportional to the charge Q collected in the Faraday cup, Nin oc Q/eq, where q

is the charge of the ion and e is the elementary charge, (III) the target density, p,

is proportional to the measured pressure in the target chamber, p, and finally (IV)

the target length which is denned by the target cell. Thus we can write the relative

emission cross-section as

From the discussion of lifetime corrections (27) in Appendix A it follows that these

corrections are not necessary for transitions where vr is small compared to the

distance between the start of the target cell and the beginning of the observation

region. Otherwise the lifetime corrections can be deduced for the particular exper-

imental set-up. The polarization factor, P(tf), is much more difficult to deal with.

For the present experimental set-up this is treated as a source of error. In a "worst

case" assumption this can give an absolute error of 33 % [7]. The relative error

for the polarization factor is then determined by the variation of the anisotropy for

the different levels populated in the collision. Moreover, the quantum efficiency of

the detector system is wavelength dependent and this also depends on the polariza-

tion of the emitted radiation. A monochromator can have very different sensitivity

to photons of different polarization. We assume however, that this latter effect is

wavelength independent and that it does not affect the relative measurements. To

summarize, we assume that it is sufficient to determine the efficiency function with

respect to the wavelength of the emitted photons.

Equation (6) above is valid under the assumption of no more than one collision

between target atom and projectile ion, commonly referred to as single collision

conditions, SCC. We can express this as a pi <C 1, i.e. that each one of the incoming

ions on the average gives rise to less then one collision event. Experimentally we

can check this by recording spectra at different pressures and verify that intensity is

15



linear with pressure. The figure below shows a number of examples of line-intensities

measured at different target pressure as a function of target pressure.
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Figure 2.3. The pressure dependence of some observed transitions.

From this figure it is clear that there is a linear intensity dependence for the transi-

tions from the He collisions while the Kr transitions do not show the linear depen-

dance that indicate single collision conditions.
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To compare the intensity of different transitions the system must be intensity cali-

brated. There are different ways to achieve an intensity calibration. For the vacuum

ultra-violet monochromator (VUV) at Uppsala we choose to do this with the help

of published emission cross sections [12]. For calibration purposes a beam of 120

keV Xes+ on He was used. The lifetimes for the levels populated in the collision

are calculated with the Cowan code [5] to be short enough not to require the life-

time corrections to be used (Appendix A). With the measured intensities and the

published emission cross sections an initial intensity calibration was obtained. The

result is plotted in the figure 2.4.

500 550 600 650 700 750

Wavelength [Al
800 850 900

Figure 2.4- The intensity calibration curve. The fully drawn line is a polynomial fit

to the measured points.

A polynomial was fitted to the measured points. This polynomial can then be

used to intensity calibrate other spectra obtained by this instrument. Using this

instrument VUV the relative emission cross-sections for the Isnp lP\-levels in He I

17



were obtained, for the collision system / / e 2 + -f He at energies in the range 10 keV to

35 keV. Note that in these measurements it was not possible to distinguish between

the processes of two-electron transfer and target excitation due to the symmetry of

the collision system. The obtained results support recent theoretical calculations

[13].

The major source of uncertainty in these measurements comes from the polarization

parameter P($). The solution to the problem is to perform the measurements at an

angle of 54.7° with respect to the ion-beam. At this angle P(i5) becomes independent

of II [7] and P(54.7°) = 1. Measuring spectra at this angle thus makes the relative

emission cross-section expression (6) independent of P(i?).

2.2 Energy level structure studies

The underlying advantage for structure studies of the projectile-ions is that, for

sufficiently slow highly charged ions colliding with atomic targets, electron capture

to excited states is the dominant process [14]. This fact gives the slow collision

based method an intrinsic charge state discrimination due to the fact that projectile-

transitions in a spectrum from (Pq+ +T)-collisions arise from the ions p(''"r+), r > 1.

In this way charge states can be identified by recording the spectra for several charge

states of the incoming ion. If the same transition occurs in the spectra for q and

(q-1) as incoming charge, this transition originates from the ion with a charge of

(q-2) or lower.

Moreover, by varying the target the properties of the collision can be changed. If

a target with 1 or 2 electrons is chosen like // , He or Hi and the target pressure

is sufficiently low to fulfil the single collision conditions, it follows that there can

be only two charge states of the projectile ion that can emit photons, i.e. in one

collision the ion can capture at most two electrons. According to the over-barrier

18



model, mentioned earlier, the ionization potential of the target atoms also, to some

extent, affects which levels are populated in the collision. Thus the slow collision

based light source contains a limited number of charge-states where the distribution

of populated excited levels can be influenced. Single collision conditions enforces

that typically only about 10 % of the incoming ions end up in excited states, but

this is compensated for if the ion-source can provide high beam-currents. Note that

this .vill not increase the fraction of excited states in the beam but the actual number

of excited ions after the collision.

The low number of charge-states after the collision might lead to problems with the

wavelength calibration, if too few known transitions are observed in the spectrum

to obtain an accurate calibration. One way around this problem is to use refer-

ence lines from other elements, i.e. collision systems. With multi-channel detection

instruments this is straight-forward: without changing the position of the spectrom-

eter, the ion-beam is exchanged (element or charge-state) and a reference spectrum

can be recorded. This method was used to calibrate Kr9+ +i/e-spectra with spectra

from O6+ + He collisions (paper 1). For instruments with single channel detection

mixed spectra can be recorded. A mixed spectrum is obtained by switching back

and forth between at least two ion-beams during a continuous spectral recording. In

this way Xeq+ + i/e-spectra in the visible region were calibrated with N I — N III

transitions (paper 4 and 9).

For spectroscopy the intensity equation (2) used earlier is not that important. How-

ever, we have to remember that the line intensity depends on the emission cross

section, the branching ratio and the lifetime correction. As an example of the life-

time correction (27) we can compare the intensity of the 5p2 3P2 - 5s4/ ll3F3

transitions (paper 4) with the calculated probability that they decay in the observa-

tion region of the spectrometer (Appendix A). The intensity ratio of the identified

lines is 19/3516 = 0.005. The calculated lifetimes for the upper levels are 10.5 /xs
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and 27 ns respectively. These values give a ratio of the lifetime corrections of 0.007.

If we assume that the emission cross section is roughly equal for the two upper levels,

this ratio support the identification of the transitions from the long-lived level.

Further, the identified transitions give a set of equations of the form

f (7)

where the measured wavelength is X with the accuracy dX and E is the level energy

(UL: upper level, LL: lower level). The conversion factor C = 108 if A and cm"1

are used as the units for wavelength and energy. Together with the known levels

the system of equations may be solved for the parameters (energy levels) with the

least-squares method [15]. As an example this method has been applied to the

transitions from the 3d?4s2-leve\s (paper 1) together with the values for energy of

the 3d10 4p-levels [9], with the following result

Level Energy Error

4p 2Pi / 2 143 695 ±2.3

4p 2P3/2 153 476 ±2.3

3d9 As2 2D3/2 667 276 ±100

3d? 4s2 2As/2 657 102 ±130

These are then the optimum values for the energy of these levels. If we deduce the

2D fine structure from these optimised values we get (10174 ± 165) cm"1.

In an attempt to measure the transitions between the low-lying core-excited levels in

Na-like Si, using 50 keV Si5++He, the predicted wavelength region [16] was scanned.

After data-reduction there was only one unidentified transition left in the spectrum,

tentatively identified as Si IV 2p5 3s3p 4JD7/2 - 2p5 3sZd 4F 9 / 2 , this despite the

fact that many doubly excited states have been identified in Si IV using electron

20



spectroscopy [17]. One explanation could be that all the branching ratios but one

are to small for the photon-transitions to be measurable. The 4Fg/2-level can decay

only by radiative transitions, i.e. there are no allowed electron emission transitions.

More likely it is the target that is to long and cannot provide a pressure high enough

in the observation region for the transitions with small emission cross-section to be

observable.

2.3 Summary

The Uppsala ECR set-up for photon spectroscopy of slow collisions has proven to

be a useful tool for atomic spectroscopy as well as basic collision studies. Relative

emission cross-sections have bren measured for the collision systems He+ + He at

the energy of 10 keV and for He2+ + He in the energy range 10 - 35 keV. A number

of new energy levels and transitions have been identified in Kr VIII and Xe V

- Xe IX. Among the more spectacular results is the observation of a transition

from a level with a calculated lifetime on 10 /is. So far the choice of ion-beams

has been limited to gaseous elements but a recent upgrade of the source makes it

possible to extract metal-ions from the source and a recent test has shown promising

results (Appendix B). Metal-ion extraction is an important change since this enables

isoelectronic studies, i.e. different elements with equal electronic configuration as

projectiles in the collision systems. For the future it is important that spectra

for collision purposes are recorded at the magic angle, i.e. 54.7° with respect to

the beam, in order to increase the accuracy of the deduced cross-sections, since the

amount of photons emitted at this angle is independent of the polarization. It is also

of great importance that the work with the intensity calibration is continued. If the

calibrated wavelength region is expanded this would enable partial cross-sections to

be measured for a wider range of levels, i.e. the partial cross-section for a particular

level can be determined if the emission cross-sections for this level and the cascading
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levels are measured.
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3 High energy Beam Foil Spectroscopy

The Lund RIKEN collaboration for beam foil spectroscopy (BFS) was initiated in

1993. BFS [18, 19] is today a mature method for time resolved studies of ionic spec-

tra. The experiments discussed here are done using the RIKEN Linear Accelerator

(RILAC) providing the beam. These beams are accelerated to their final energy,

typically 2 MeV/u, before passing through a thin carbon-foil, typically AOfig/cm2,

which further ionize and excite the ions in the beam. The collision region is viewed

with a 2.2 m grazing incidence spectrometer. For further details concerning the set-

up see [20]. The ion-beam moves with a well defined velocity thus the conversion

between distance and time can be done. Secondly, the carbon-foil is movable so

that the distance, thus the time between excitation in the foil and the observation

can be varied. The setup can be utilized in two ways; if the foil-position is kept

fixed spectra can be recorded at a particular time after excitation. If instead the

spectrometer is positioned at a specific wavelength decay-curves can be recorded,

i.e. the intensity as a function of distance from the exciter foil, for a particular

transition.

The number of ions that decay via a particular transition can be written as

^ (8)

where N(t) and Aij are the number of ions in state i and the transition probability

to decay to state j respectively. The number of ions in a particular state i after

passing the exciter foil is defined by the equation

= YJNi{t)AX] + Y,Nk{t)Akl (9)
at j k

[21]. The first term in (9) represent the sum of all transitions to lower lying states.

The second term is the sum of all transitions that repopulate the level i, commonly
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called the cascades to level i. One can show that the number of ions in state i [21],

with £ Atj = 1/T, [5], can be written as

(10)
k

The exponential term is associated with the lifetime of level i and the sum contains

one term for each of the levels that decay to this level, directly or indirectly. If

indirect cascades can be neglected a decay-curve will in general be a sum of expo-

nentials.

Two different techniques are used to analyse the decay-curves. Multi-exponential fit

to the experimental data is done using the computer program DISCRETE [22]. For

a more rigorous treatment of the decay-data the arbitrary normalized decay curve,

ANDC, method [23] is used to handle the influence from cascading levels. For ANDC

the computer program CANDY [24] is used. In this method the decay of the primary

level as well as the decay of the cascading levels are measured. Then the suitably

normalized decay of the cascade levels are used to represent the cascade contribution

in the decay of the primary level, a subtraction yields the primary contribution, i.e.

the exponential term in ( 10 ). This method to analyse decay curves has proven to

be essential when the lifetime of the primary level and the lifetime of the cascading

levels are close, typically within a factor of two. For further reading about BFS

there are a number of review articles e.g. [25].

3.1 Experimental work

The first experiment done at RIKEN was to determine the lifetime of the 3p 2P

levels in Nb30+. A lot of experimental and theoretical work has been devoted to the

Na-sequence, e.g. the 3p 2P level lifetimes have been measured in several Na-like

ions, ranging from sodium to gold. Since the previous knowledge is extensive this

system is also a good candidate for testing the equipment.
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An initial measurement of the decay-curves for 3p 2P levels and 3d 2D levels were

done. In this data a slowly decaying background was noticed. One explanation for

this effect could be that energetic electrons created in the foil hit the entrance slits

of the spectrometer and generate x-rays that give rise to this background. Then as

the foil moves further away less electrons hit the slits. This possibility was tested

by applying an external magnetic field over the entrance slits of the spectrometer

to direct electrons away from the slits. A new recording of the decay-curves was

performed and resulted in data without the varying background. Both sets of data

are shown in figure 3.1 below.
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Figure S.I. The decay curves of 3p 2P and 3d 2D recorded with (•) and without

(x) an applied external magnetic field. In three out of four cases there is a distinct

difference with and without the applied external magnetic field.

With the new set of data the ANDC analysis was performed for the 3p levels using

the 3d transitions as cascades. The results were T = 29 db 2 ps for the 2i-3/2 level
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and T = 70 ± 5 ps for the 2Pi/2 level. The decay curves together with the lifetime

results are shown in the figure 3.2 below.

8.0 r r — • • • • > ——' • 1 8 o
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Figure 3.2. The decay-curves used in the analysis together with the result of the

ANDC analysis of the 3p level lifetimes.

With this experiment done it was decided to try to measure longer lifetimes. As a

prime candidate the 3s3p 3Pj level in Mg-like Nb was chosen. This level has a spin-

forbidden decay to the ground-state 3s2 lSo- Three measurements for this decay were
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done under different conditions, (I) an initial recording with the experimental set-up

unchanged, (II) a second measurement with the external magnetic field applied to

shield the spectrometer slits from electrons and (III) finally we recorded the decay-

curve without any applied magnetic field. Instead we installed a pair of auxiliary

slits to cover the entrance slits from electrons and added a secondary mylar foil

positioned directly in front of the Faraday cup. The reason for this last configuration

is as follows. The beam, after the exciter foil passage, consists of both ions and

"quasi"-free electrons travelling with roughly the same velocity as the ions. The

electrons are much less energetic than the ions and are easily affected by external

forces. This might influence the decay-measurement since the collected beam-charge

is used as normalization in the decay measurement. If the fraction of electrons in the

beam that reach the Faraday-cup changes with the distance to the foil, the average

charge in the beam will change accordingly and this will affect the normalization.

To eliminate this effect the secondary mylar-foil was inserted directly in front of the

Faraday-cup. The ions pass through this foil, but electrons will be stopped. The

three recorded decay-curves are shown in figure 3.3 below.
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Figure 3.3. Decay-curves of 3s2 ^ o - 3s3p 3P\ in Mg-like Nb, recorded under

different conditions. Fully drawn line, extra slits and mylar foil, dashed line, external

magnetic field and dash-dot line, initial measurement with unchanged set-up.

The result from a multiexponential fit of the decay recorded under condition III
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was 450 ± 50 ps. This is approximately 20 % shorter than expected from previous

data and theoretical calculations. 93Nb is an odd-even nucleus with a large nuclear

moment, / = | , so this discrepancy could be due to a nuclear-spin induced effect.

This hypothesis was tested in a new experiment were decay-curves for the same

transition in 90Zr (I = 0) and 9iZr (I = | ) were recorded. These measurements

were done under the conditions II and III and yielded the same lifetime for both

isotopes. The result from a multiexponential fit to the measured data is a lifetime

of 550 ± 50 ps, which also is shorter than predicted.

Au Xe Nb Y KrBr Zn C J Ni Co Fe

10'

I '"'"

lo-

Zr

-*-

•

/

3s3p 3P,
Mg-sequence

0.02 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.06 0 07 0.0S

Figure 3.4- Isoelectronic comparison of the lifetime of 3s3p 3P\ in Mg-like ions as

a function of the inverse net-charge l/(. Experimental values, — this work (paper

10), • (Au, Xe [26], Br [27], Zn - Fe [28]). Theoretical results, fully drawn line [29].
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To check the consistency of these results additional measurements in Mg-like Kr, Ni

and Y were performed. Figure 3.4 show an isoelectronic diagram of the lifetimes

for this level in Mg-like ions. From figure 3.4 it is clear that the obtained lifetimes

are consistently shorter than theoretical predictions and the previous experimental

data.

3.2 Summary and outlook

The beam-foil set-up at RIKEN has proven to be a useful tool for lifetime studies

in highly charged ions. The experiments performed so far show clearly that more

theoretical work is needed to explain the decay-properties for the 3s3p 3P1-level

in Mg-\\ke ions. This is somewhat surprising considering that this is one of the

simpler atomic systems, consisting of two electrons outside a closed shell. We plan

to continue with measurements for this transition for ions between krypton and

nickel. We also have plans to study the transitions from the low lying long-lived

3s3p2 4 P and 3s3p3 5S levels in Al-like and Si-like ions respectively. Experimental

data for these transitions are sparse for elements heavier than Zn. The Al-like

transitions are observed in Kr XXIV [30] and the Si-like transitions are observed

in Kr and Mo [31].
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A Velocity and lifetime effects of emitted photons

Consider an ion-beam passing through a gas target. The emitted amount of radiation

from a particular exited state depends on the partial cross-section for populating this

state and on the repopulating transitions from higher lying excited states (cascades).

The observed amount of radiation also depend on the physical size of the gas-target,

the finite lifetime of the excited state and the beam velocity with which the ions

travel through the target [32], In order to connect the measured intensity to the

emitted amount of radiation this velocity and lifetime effect has to be evaluated.

\ [Target-Gas
I o n - B e a m •..;.•:: •.'•1'-y--*'-<u;k':>i;i'8">

' 1
< * ; , ; , . < • : - % = : • : • • . . . • • > .

1 /

Figure A.I. A schematic collision set-up, where a beam of ions passing through a

target cell. An excited state is created in the position x", marked x, and this state

decays at the position x', marked *.

A.I Two level system

Now we consider a two level system were one level is populated. This level has the

cross-section CTi for population via some given process and the lifetime T\. A\o is the

transition probability for decay to level 0. Then the probability to create an excited

state at x" is Pc = a\(v)p{x")dx". The probability that this excited state survives

to x' is then P, = Pce~lx'-*"VVTi. Thus the probability that a photon is emitted at

x' becomes Pe = P,(AiO/v)dx'. To deduce the probability for the photons emitted
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in the observation region we have to integrate this expression over the regions for

creation and observation.

gasend oblcnd

I 1
gasstart obaatart

(r(v)p{xu)Aw djEL=
e "i

„
ax ax (11)

For simplicity we assume that the number density of target atoms is constant within

the creation region, p(x") = p. Further we have to divide this into two different cases

due to the fact that the integration has to be done differently depending on whether

the observation region is larger than or equal to the creation region or if the observed

region is the smaller. Case 1; observation region is larger than the creation region.

— Creation region

Target-Gas
Ion-Beam *.-!i •>

' L
X X

Observation region

Figure A.2. schematic collision set-up where the observation region is larger than

the creation region.

The integral becomes

r{v)PA 10 dx'dx" (12)

The reason that the integration over x' starts at x' = x" is simply that what is not

created cannot decay. Integrating over x' gives
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Xi

x»=xo

a{v)pBw[\-e '"' )dx" (13)

where A\Q)V has been replaced by B\o since a factor VT-I comes out from the inte-

gration of the exponential and A\QT\ ~ Bio- If we perform the second integral we

get.

a(v)pB10 ((zi - x0) + (vn [e V - e "!' JJJ , (14)

where (x\ — i 0 ) is equal to the target length. The term defined by the product of

VT and the sum of exponential represent photons emitted beyond 13 and therefor

not observed. If we let 13 increase we can see that we more photons are emitted in

the observation region and in the limit x3 —» 00 we get the result when all photons

are emitted in the observation region

o(v)pBl0l. (15)

These results are presented in figure A.3 where they are normalized to the result for

all photons emitted in the observation region.
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Figure A.3. The normalized probability for photons to be emitted in the observation

region as a function of vr. Here v is the beam velocity and r is the excited state

lifetime. Fully drawn line is the "all photon" result, short dashed line is for the case

when the observation region equals the creation region. The long dashed line is for

the case of the observed region being shorter than the creation region. The dash-dot

line is the ratio between the length of the observation and the creation region. The

actual numbers for target length and the length of the observation region come from

the Uppsala ECR set-up for the monochromator for the vacuum ultra violet region

(Appendix B).
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The second case where the region of observation is shorter than the creation region

is displayed in figure A.4.

Creation reeion

I Target-Gas
Ion-Beam ':i^ Wh.vJ~'li:><\ly'S'\\> •>. :'''-*-li''i:'UiliMi,'iT"

X " X '

- Observation region—

Figure A.4- A target set-up with observation region shorter than the creation region

The integral for this case has to be divided into two parts, one for the states created

before the observation region that decay within the observed window and a second

part where both creation and decay takes place within the observation region.

J J ( ) A i ^ l J J
/

/ e "Ti dx dx + / /J v J J v
x"=xo x'=xa x —xa x =x'

The result of the first part is

a(v)pBio (VTI (l - e "«T">* - e "T* +e ''^' jj (17)

which is the probability to observe photons from states created upstream of the

observation region. If we do the second integration we get

r(v)pBl0 ((x3 - x2) + (VTX (e "i - lj j j (18)

which is the probability that photons are emitted from excited states created within

the observation region. The sum of these results is shown in figure A.3. For low

values of VT we can see that the probability becomes
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a(v)pBio{x3 - x2) (19)

where (2:3 — x2) is the length of the observation region. The result are shown in

figure A.3 were we can see that the "all photon" case, full line, is independent of vr.

Secondly for the case when the observation region is equal to the creation region we

see a distinct velocity / lifetime dependence. Already at VTX — 5 mm we see that

only 90 % of the emitted photons are emitted in the observation region. Thirdly

for the case where the observation region is smaller than the creation region we see

that for low values of VT\ the probability becomes constant and is equal to the ratio

(x3 — x2)/(xi — x0). With a function f(v, Ti) we can rewrite the probability equation

a{v)PB,0!{v,j,)l (20)

so that this is valid for all velocity / lifetime combinations for a specific experimental

set-up. To get the rate of the emitted photons we have to multiply the probability

with the number of incoming ions.

A.2 Multi level system

Consider a three-level system

^ T 2

A2i,B2i

B 1 0

Figure A.5. A schematic three-level system
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in which we are interested in the intensity of the transition between level 1 and level

0. Level 2 is populated at x"' and decay to level 1 at x". Apart from this cascade

from level 2, level 1 is populated at x" as well and level 1 decays to level 0 at x'.

This can written as

(21)

Analogous with the previous case we have to integrate this to get the probability

for photon-emission within the observed region. With an observation region smaller

than the creation region we get two cases, states created before and within the

observation region that emit photons in the observation region.

— Creation region

Target-Gas
I o n - B e a m -'-'y-'••:.••.

' L

— 01

N i ' O

; ' " >
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l " J

vation rej

Ir.-i;!1':'.-

; '

ion—

J '

Figure A.6. Schematic target set-up.

This time we are interested in the cascade contribution. The fraction of the transi-

tion between level 1 and level 0 that origin from the population of level 2. Then we

need to calculate

(22)
I»'=XOI"=IOI' =

and
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J J J ^pe=L^^^dxl'ldz''e::L^r1^dxl (23)
l " ' = X 0 l " = X j X ' = l "

If we integrate and sum (22) and (23) we get

5 1 0 /^ )T 1 ,T2)/ (24)

To get the total rate for the transition between level 1 and level 0 we have to add

the primary contribution (17, 18) and multiply with the number of incoming ions.

Niia^pBwfiv^l + <T2(y)pB2iBlof{v,Ti,T2)l) (25)

This expression can then be rewritten

N, U(v) + c2(v)B2i
nV;TuT^) PBl0f(v,r,)l (26)

The results for the cascade contribution from level 2 to the decay of level 1 is

presented in figure A.7 were they are normalized to the primary contribution for

low values of VT\ .
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Figure A. 7 The cascade contribution to the decay of level 1 with the lifetime Ti from

a level with the lifetime r%. Fully drawn line is the primary contribution plotted

for reference, the dotted line is the cascade contribution 2̂ = ^ 5 , short dashed line

r2 = j£j, long dashed line r-i — T\, dash-dotted line r-i ~ 10 * T\ and medium dashed

line T2 — 100 * Tj for all cases we have <j\ = CT2 and B\0 = B2\

In figure A.7 we can see that it is the lifetime of the cascading level relative the

lifetime of the primary level that governs the amount of photons emitted due to

cascading. If the cascading level has a much shorter lifetime then this level has time

to decay before the lower level decays and vice versa.
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A.3 Summary

To summarize, the probability that a photon is emitted in the observation region

due to population either direct or via cascading levels can be written as

+ ) +

which is the generalized formula for any number of cascading levels, the functions

f{v,T\, • • • ,rn) are the life-time corrections due to the finite lifetime of atomic levels,

that can be computed for the actual experimental set-up, n is the number of steps in

the transition chain, with lifetimes for each step. To get the rate of emitted photons

we have to multiply with the rate of incoming ions, JV{n. Further, to get the detected

rate we have to multiply with the detection efficiency, 77, the solid angle, fi, for the

detection system and the polarization, P(i?). Now comparing this result with the

rate of emitted photons from a level with emission cross-section, a\m, (2)

we see the connection between emission cross-section and partial cross-sections for

this experimental set-up.

l0ftTTt = 3^ (a, + B 2 l (a2 + • • •) / ( " ' T " ^ ) +••) f(v, T , ) (29)

This implies that the concept of emission cross-sections becomes a little dubious for

the cases where the cascading levels have lifetimes such that they require lifetime

corrections that differ significantly from the corrections for the primary level. For

these cases the value of the emission cross-section will become dependent on the

experimental setup. However, comparison between theory and experiment is always

possible the correction factors in eq. (27) can be used as weight-functions for the
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theoretical values of the partial cross-sections when these are added together to

represent the emission cross-section. Further, if both the primary decay as well as

the cascades are measured, the connection between the emission cross-section and

the partial cross-sections is also needed to deduce the partial cross-sections from the

measured intensities.
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B Experimental Set-Up at the Uppsala ECR-facility

The experimental set-up for photon emission spectroscopy at the Electron Cyclotron

Resonance (ECR) ion source facility in Uppsala is schematically shown in the figure

below. The ECR, used both to inject ions into a cyclotron and for atomic physics

experiment, is mounted vertically on the ground floor and the atomic physics beam-

lines are one floor below.

Side view j Top view

Target
Chamber

Bending
Magnet Einzel

Lens

Deflector
Plates

Figure B.I. Experimental overview.

The ions are extracted from the source and then guided with a solenoid to the

entrance slit of the 90° analysing magnet. The mass-analysed beam is bend onto
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the entrance aperture of a set of electrostatic deflector plates. With this set of plates

it is possible to bend the beam further into the photon spectroscopy beam line where

an Einzel lens focus the beam onto the entrance aperture of the target cell, in the

target chamber. The target chamber is equipped with a number of ports whereof 2,

at 90° to the beam, are used for mounting spectrometers.

The ECR ion-source is a copy of the RTECR at the National Superconducting

Cyclotron Laboratory, Michigan State University. It was built in Jyvaskyla and

assembled in Uppsala with some modifications [33]. The microwave supply uses a

frequency of 6.4 GHz. Maximum extraction voltage is 30 kV, and the analysing

magnet is a 40 cm double focusing dipole magnet. The target chamber, outlined in

the figure below, is equipped with an inner chamber to enable differential pumping.

target cell faraday cup

apertures

quartz lens

quartz windows

" beam path

Figure B.2. Schematic target chamber.

The outer chamber has 4 ISO 160 ports and 4 ISO 100 ports to connect beam lines,
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pumps, instruments and other devices. The inner chamber has 4 ports to let the

beam in and the light out. To make spectroscopy of visible light possible there

are quartz windows to be mounted in the ports directed towards where the visible

spectrometer is mounted. The target cell is mounted inside the inner chamber.

Beam-path

Aperture

Faraday-cup

Quartz-window

Figure B.3. Schematic target cell

The target cell pressure is not directly measured, all estimates of target pressure

comes from conductance calculation [34].

The 3 different spectrometers that are available are described in the table below.
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Table B.I. Available spectrometers

Name

VIS

VUV

GRAZE

Type

1 m Czerny-Turner0

1 m evacuated

normal incidence6

Multi-grating

grazing incidence0

Grating

[mm~l]

1200

600

1200

2400

3600

300

Detector

Photo-multiplier tubed

Photo-multiplier tubed

Solar-blind detector11

Channel electron multi-

plier'

Multi-channel

detector

Range

[A]

2000 - 8000

300 -6000s

10 -200'1

a. Jobin-Yvon HR 1000. b.Hilger and Watts E766. c. Designed and built in Uppsala [35].

d. Hamamatsu R 943-02 e. Hamamatsu R.1220. f. Gallileo, coated with Csl. g. depends

on grating and detector, h. depends on grating.

B.I Data Acquisition System

For the two scanning instruments VIS and VUV a control and data-acquisition

system is under development [36]. The third spectrometer GRAZE has its own PC

based control and data-acquisition system [37]. The basic idea is to assign each of

the scanning instrument to a controller. The controller should then interpret the

different commands with the appropriate actions. Thus a master computer can run

a spectrometer by sending commands to the controller. The system is outlined in
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the figure below.

VMEbus
computor
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147 i>

serial por

1-4
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counter card
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VIS

/i,A meter

n>ntronics

Figure B.4- Schematic data-acquisition system

The master computer is a Motorola 147 VME-bus system called Vimse, running

OS/9, equipped with a counter card for counting pulses from the detectors. OS/9 is

a UNIX-like real-time operating system. For current monitoring a multimeter with

RS-232 interface is used. This instrument measures the current and has the ability

to send a BCD coded value over a serial port and simultaneously showing the value

on the display. For VIS a controller is made based on a Victor 8086 PC [38]. For

VUV a controller is designed based an Intel 8051 micro processor described below.

B.I.I The Razor data-acquisition code

A data-acquisition code called Razor is written in C together with Marten Larsson,

Uppsala University. The code is compiled into five separate modules that can com-
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municate with each other via events [39] and a data-module where all the modules

have read and write access. Events can be considered as a traffic-light for computer

processes. To the user only two modules are visible, Operate and Graph. The

other modules are running in the background. Razor is started when Operate is

executed with the command operate spectrometer grat ing, where spectrometer

and grating are arguments passed to the program. As spectrometer there is a

choice between VUV and VIS to tell Razor which instrument to use. The parame-

ter g ra t ing is the number of rules per millimeter, 600, 1200, . . . , for the grating

in the instrument. With this defined Razor can do a conversion between stepping

motor pulses and wavelength and all inputs are done in Angstrom units. When Ra-

zor is collecting data the spectrum can be viewed with the program Graph, which

is using Tektronix-4010 graphics codes to plot and is started with the command

graph. This module reads the collected data from the data-module and plots the

spectrum. When Graph is started it sets the x-axis and y-axis according to values

in the data-module, the user can change these values with the commands XL, XH,

YL and YH. This way the collected data can be viewed simultaneously on several

different computer screens during a measurement.
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Figure B.5. graphical representation of Razor. The shaded modules are not normally

visible to the user. The program is controlled from Operate and the graphics is

obtained by Graph

Within Operate there are some 15 different commands implemented at present to

control the spectrometers and acquire data. After a successful start the user will

see a blank screen with a prompt that is either VIS> or VUV> depending on the

chosen instrument. For normal operation there are at present five commands that

are useful:
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CAL When Razor starts up it reads the wavelength position from

a file created when the program last was exited. This value

may be changed with the command CAL which makes use of

the mechanical dials which are present on both instruments .

This is a rough calibration but normally the "real" value are

within a few Angstrom from the dial-value.

MOVE The wavelength position for the instrument can be changed

with the command MOVE the program asks for the new posi-

tion and when that position is reached the user will get the

prompt back on the screen as an indication that Razor is

ready to execute a new command.

SCAN Razor measures spectra according to the following scheme;

1. Count the detector pulses in the first position until the

collected charge reaches the preset level.

2. Move the instrument to the next position where 1 is

repeated.

3. Step 2 is repeated until it is stopped by the user.

4. After each cycle the gathered information is appended

to the data-file and the data-module is updated.

When a scan is started the program asks for;

• Start wavelength.

• Stop wavelength.

• Step-length.

• Normalization charge.

• Filename for the data and header file.
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• Comment in header.

This information is written to the header file. During a scan

there are a few "single-key" sub-commands;

• Q stops the measurement.

• P invokes a pause.

• N enables the user to change the preset.

• C continues after a pause.

EXIT Leaves Razor, the last wavelength position is written to a

file that are read at startup.

? Lists a help page with all commands.

B.I.2 The SPINDEL stepping motor controller

In order to relieve the master computer from the task of controlling the VUV

monochromator, generating stepping motor pulses, checking limit switches etc, a

controller dedicated to this task is designed using an Intel 8051 type micro proces-

sor. The main features are a 2400 baud RS-232 serial link to enable communication

with host, two 16 V output signals to the stepping motor drive circuit and two 5

V input signals for the limit switches of the monochromator. At present 4 different

commands are accepted.

MUAnnnnnnnn Move motor A up nn...n steps, nn...n is the number of pulses,

in hexadecimal, that are sent to the stepping motor at the

frequency 1/Period together with a direction signal up

MDAnnnnnnnn Move motor A down, equal to the above but direction is

down
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CPA****nnnn Change the period of the pulse frequency to n..n, where n..n

is the new period in hexadecimal notation.

SSA******** Show status for motor A. The controller responds with it's

status word, where SS#AS****** indicates that motor A is

stopped, SS#ARU***** running upwards, SS8ARD***** run-

ning down if the instrument reaches one of the limit switches,

or they are disconnected, then we will get an H in position 6

or an L in position 7, thus SS#AS**HL*** indicates that the

limit switches are disconnected.

The microprocessor has program written in C. Pulses are generated with the help

of timer interrupts. The processor is set to generate an interrupt every period/2.

Then every time an interrupt occurs the pulse output pin is toggled, every second

interrupt then a complete pulse is sent to the stepping motor. When the number of

pulses is equal to the required the timer interrupt is disabled. For security reasons

these interrupts are inhibited for direction up when the high limit switch is activated

and for direction down when the low limit switch is activated. The status word is

stored in a buffer ready to be sent back to the host on demand. The processor

stores the incoming characters in an input buffer and when the incoming character

is carriage return the command is evaluated. If it is a move command then the hex-

string n..n is converted to an integer and stored, the direction pin is set according

to whether the direction is up or down and the status word is updated then the

timer interrupt is enabled and the proper number of pulses is sent to the stepping

motor. If the change period command comes then the new period value is stored

and the timer interrupt occurs with a new frequency, 1 /new-period, thus changing

the frequency of the pulses to the stepping motor. If the command is illegal no

response occur. This way a host computer can send a move command and then ask

for status until all the pulses are sent and then take another step etc and this way
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scan the monochromator.

B.2 Summary

When the performance of this set-up is discussed it has to be remembered that this

is a developing system. There is a continuous effort to increase the performance,

to the source itself, to the beam transport system, to the target chamber and cell

and to the spectrometers. During the fall of 93 the ECR-source was taken down

for an upgrade [40] , including the the possibility of metal-ion injection [41]. At the

same time the analysing magnet for the atomic physics beam-line was repositioned

[42]. These efforts lead to that the beam currents for medium charged ions, 7+ / 8+

increased with at least a factor of two and that the source became more stable and

easier to operate. During the late spring of 95 a new target chamber was designed

and mounted [43]. Apart from being physically much smaller than the old chamber

it allows the target region to be observed at several different angles with respect to

the beam. Furthermore, the target cell was exchanged for a capillary array. This

gives a gas-target which is well defined in space [44]. A test was done with Ni-

ions before and after the target-chamber change and the result was promising [45].

However lots of work remain, both spectrometer controllers needs to be upgraded

to get a better control system. Some work is needed to enhance and simplify the

use of the acquisition program. The laboratory need a permanent grazing incidence

spectrometer both to bridge the blind region at 200 A - 300 A and to increase

the availability of such an instrument. Last but not least two of the instruments

are scanning devices with single channel detectors and this is very time consuming

compared to multi-channel detection systems. With multi-channel detection spectra

with higher resolution can be recorded with the same amount of beam time, i.e.

better use of the beams we have, this is one of the most important upgrades left to

be done to the experimental set-up.
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Abstract

Spectral studies following electron capture in slow ion-atom collisions are
reported for the collision systems Kr** + He (q = 7, 8, 9) at lOkeV/q. The
work introduces pan of (he speclroscopy program which is beginning at
the University of Uppsala ECR ion source facility. In particular a search
was made for the 3<i l04p !P-3ii*4s22D transitions in Cu-like Kr. This
multiple: was found to give transitions with wavelengths 198.S6.194.65 and
190.97 A for the 3/2-5/2,3/2-3/2 and 1/2-3/2 components respectively.

1. Introduction

An Electron Cyclotron Resonance (ECR) ion source has
recently come on-line at the University of Uppsala. The
source is mainly intended for injecting ions into a cyclotron.
However a large amount of time is available to atomic
physics experiments. The source is a 6.4 GHz single stage
source and is based on the Michigan State University ECR
[1]. Other than the beam line to the cyclotron there are 3
beam-lines for low-energy ion beam experiments, see Vogel
[2]-

In this paper we will discuss photon spectroscopy follow-
ing electron capture during slow ion-atom collisions. Such
studies can be used to simplify the identification of spectral
features which may be hidden under a high line-density
using other approaches. Such studies have previously been
undertaken for core-excited Li-like ions, for example by
Druetta et al. [3]. Recently spectroscopic studies following
electron capture for Ar7*-8* and Kr7*-8* colliding on He
and H2 have been reported by Boduch et al. [A, 5]. A com-
parison of spectra produced by beam-foil and electron
capture experiments has recently been presented by Kny-
stautas and Bliman [6].

2. Experiment

Beams of highly charged ions can be extracted from the
ECR at energies between 5 and 20 keV/q. These beams are
then analyzed by a 90° magnet and electrostatically directed
to 1 of 3 beam lines for low energy experiments. In the
present experiments a gas cell was used as the target.
Typical pressures in the target chamber with gas were
around 1-3 x I0"5mbar. The target gas was always He.
The background pressure in the beam lines was low,
10~7mbar and the system was pumped using turbo-

molecular pumps. The beam is transported to the target
region without any attempt at collimation. It is expected
that the beam divergence in the target region will contribute
to setting a limit on the highest spectral resolution obtain-
able when observing radiation emitted by the projectile ions.
The other effects which limit spectral resolution are (a)
Doppler broadening as we are viewing the beam at 90° to
its axis and (b) angular divergence of the ion beam after the
collision.

(a) Doppler broadening. This is a well understood
problem from beam-foil spectroscopy and can be essentially
solved by refocusing the spectrometer for a moving light
source, see [7]. As we are viewing the beam at 90° to its axis
the Doppler shift (1st order) is zero. However, the finite
viewing angle introduces a line broadening due to the sym-
metric Doppler shift around the beam velocity component
in the direction perpendicular to the beam. This line
broadening depends on the beam velocity, v, and the wave-
length of interest, A, i.e. «5;.(FWHM) = 2(v/c)aX, where a is
the spectrometer opening angle, (in radians), usually small.
For a typical beam velocity of 0.6 mm/ns this leads to line
widths of 0.8a A at 200 A. For a typical a of around 1/40 for
a grazing incidence spectrometer this leads to a line width of
0.02 A and is much smaller than the line width caused by
the large spectrometer slit widths used in ion-beam work. As
a is usually small for grazing incidence spectrometers it has
not been found necessary to re-focus for moving light
sources.

(b) Collisional broadening due to beam scatter. The scat-
tering angle can be found from 0 = Q/E, where Q is the
energy gain (or loss) in the collision and £ is the original
beam energy. This leads to an increase in the beam velocity
in a random direction and hence to Doppler broadening.
This effect is quite small in these large impact-parameter
collisions, (e.g. on the order of 1 mrad.), and therefore intro-
duces virtually no line broadening.

ECR beams are known to have rather bad emittance, i.e.
the product of x (distance from beam axis) and Sx/dz
(divergence, where the ; axis is along the beam direction),
should be a constant and large for an ECR beam, e.g.
100 mm -mrads. If the beam were focused to 2 mm this
would lead to a divergence of 50 mrads and hence a con-
siderable line broadening. It would then appear that narrow
lines widths are possible in such experiments. This however,
requires the beam to be shaped to give low divergence and
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the spectrometers to be refocused for the moving beam (at
least in the high wavelength regions and for normal inci-
dence spectrometers). Thus in the work presented here it is
possible that better line widths could have been obtained by
shaping the ion-beam in the target region, however refocu-
sing for a moving source appears to be not necessary. We
have access to 3 spectrometers viewing the collision region
(not simultaneously). These spectrometers allow us to cover
the wavelength region from about 12 A to 1.1 urn. The spec-
trometers are:
(1) 0.75 meter Czerny-Turner air spectrometer for the

region 2000 A to 1.1 urn.
(2) 1 meter vacuum normal incidence spectrometer for the

region 300 A to around 6000 A.
(3) A multi-grating grazing incidence spectrometer covering

the region 12-250 A depending on the grating chosen.
This instrument was designed and built in Uppsala, see
Nordgren and Nyholm [8],

In the work reported we have used the multi-grating
grazing-incidence spectrometer with a 3 meter (radius), 300
lines/mm grating. The expected line width of this instrument
is around 0.1 A. We observed a line width of around 0.3 A
after corrections have been made for spectral line curvature
caused by the grazing incidence geometry. This line width is
close to the design criterion line width for the instrument.
The slightly higher linewidth observed here is due to a slight
accidental de-focus of the spectrometer. The dispersed
photons were detected using a 40 mm diameter multichannel
detection system covering around 30 A at each spectrometer
setting. The ion beams were extracted from the ECR at
lOkV/q in all cases.

3. Results

The main aim of this work was to find the 3d '°4p 2P-
3d94s22D transitions in Cu-like Kr, KrVIII. These tran-
sitions in highly charged Cu-like ions have been suggested
as good candidates to show X-ray laser action [9]. In this
scheme population inversion between 3d94s2 and 3d l04p
would be achieved by inner-shell ionization of the Zn-like
ion (3dl04s2). Using beam-foil spectroscopy, these tran-
sitions have been located in Cu-like Nb, Mo and Ag [10].
As the 3d94s2 levels are expected to be relatively long lived,
compared to the other levels in Cu-like ions, the beam-foil
spectra could be cleaned up by recording time-delayed
spectra. This tends to emphasize lines from long lived levels.
However, another way to populate the 3d'4s2 levels would
be by electron capture. Two processes are possible; (i)
double electron capture to a Co-like ion (3d92D), or (ii)
single electron capture to the 3d94s'••'£> metastable fraction
of a Ni-like beam. Both methods will populate the 3d94s2 2D
levels, mainly via cascading. Electron spectra from core-
excited Cu-like Kr formed in the same way have previously
been reported [11]. We have used calculations by Sugar
[12] to pinpoint the wavelength region to be studied in this
experiment. The spectra produced by Kr** (q = 7, 8, 9) col-
liding on He have been recorded at a number of target pres-
sures. The spectrometer was calibrated by running a beam
of O6* into He. This led to population of O4* and O 5 +

excited levels by double and single electron capture respec-
tively. Spectral lines of O V and OVI [13] were thus used as
calibration lines. The calibration spectrum consisted of at
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least five well resolved lines of O V and O VI covering the
185-207 A region.

Figure 1 shows examples of spectra produced by various
charge states of Kr (Kr7*, Kr8* and Kr9*) colliding with
He. Also shown here is a calibration spectrum produced by
O 6* colliding with He. In Fig. 2 we show spectra for
various target gas pressures for the Kr9* + He collision
system. The two strong lines at 181.67 and 1 S2.92 A are
from the 3d'°4s2S-3d l 05p2P transitions of Cu-like Kr (see
e-g- C14])- These lines do not appear in the spectrum pro-

[I O*" on He

Kr" on He

Wavelength, (A)
Fig. 1. A comparison of spectra produced by various charge slates of Kr
colliding on He. Also shown here is a calibration spectrum produced by
collisions of O** cohding on He. In all cases the beam energy was lOkV/q.

Kr9'on He, 3 .10" 5

ir so:
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•530
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Kr9*on He, 2» 1C"" mbar

Kr9-on He, 1.10"5 »bar
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1B0

Fig. 2. The pressure dependence of the spectra resulting from the collision
of 90KeV Kr9* ions colliding on He. The transitions of interest here are
marked a, P and y in the spectrum taken at 3 x i C m b a r .
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duced by Kr7 * colliding with He. The pressure dependence
of these lines, see Fig. 2 (for the Kr9* case) is not linear,
indicating that the upper levels can be populated by either
double capture-single collision or single capture in two col-
lisions. For the KrB* + He case the pressure dependence is
linear, except for where the pressure becomes too high and
beam depletion before the viewing area becomes important.
The lines at 200.83 and 202.65 A are a little problematic.
Two lines at 201.05 and 204.86 A have been classified as
4p2P-5d2D transitions of the Cu-like Kr ion [14].
However, these lines are not observed in our spectra. We
observe no line at 204.86 A, and the line at 200.83 A is not a
Cu-like line as it appears in the spectrum when Kr7 * (Cu-
like) collides on He - note that the strong lines 4s2S-5p2P
are not present in this spectrum. It is also known from theo-
retical work by Curtis [15] that the 4p-5d oscillator
strength is very small for Cu-like Kr due to cancellation
effects. Thus the main decay branches for the 3dl05d levels
are to the 3d'°4/and 3dl0Sp levels. The 4p-5d lines would in
fact occur at the given wavelengths if there were any appre-
ciable line strengths. Using electron spectroscopy to study
similar collisions [11] it was shown that the population of
the 5p and 5d levels is quite similar here. This suggests, as in
[14], that the observation of the Cu-like 4p-Sd transitions
under multi-photon ionization/excitation [16] must be due
to extreme Sd population.

In the spectrum of Zn-like Kr, KrVII, the
4s2lS0-4s5plP1 transition has been classified at 200.07A
by Trigueiros el al. [17] and at 200.9 A by Bouchama et al.
[18]. In our spectrum there is clearly no line at 200.07 A.
Our own spectra show two lines near this wavelength which
behave in a similar way, suggesting that they originate from
the same charge state. The line in our spectra at, 200.83 A -
agrees with the identification by Bouchama el al. [18], and
is assumed to originate from the 4sliS-4s5piP transition.
Using published energy levels for the 4s5p3P term [19], we
identify the line at 202.65 A as the 4sz lS0-4s5piPl inter-
combination line. The measured wavelength reproduces the
singlet-triplet energy separation within the error bars.

The lines sought after in this experiment were found at
190.97, 194.65 and 198.56 A. These lines have the correct
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Fig. 3. This figure displays the term system for Cu-likc Kr. (Kr VIII). The
left hand part of the diagram shows the normal term system while the
core-excited terms are indicated to the right. The transitions observed in
this work are indicated in the diagram. It can be seen that the 3dlo5d
configuration in the normal system and the 3c/*'45: in the core excited con-
figuration are very close in energy and thus these configurations may inter-
act.

Table I. Comparison of experimental and calculated wave-
lengths for the 3dx°4p-3d94s1 transitions in Cu-like Kr
[Kr V1U). The wavelengths are given in Angstrom.

Transition Experiment Calculation Other work'

J J 1 C V P , . J - 3 . I < 4 S : : D J , , I9S.56 = 0.05 200.6 19S.92
'Piii-'Diii ' 194.65 ±0.05 196.5
2P,,2-

2Dsn 190.97 + 0.05 192.9 190.92

1 Reference [19].

pressure dependencies to be from Cu-like Kr, and fit well
with calculations both for the wavelength and for the fine-
structure splittings. The fine structures of relevance here are
those for the 3dt04p2P and 3d104d2D levels. The 3dlo4p2P
fine structure is known from experiment [15] to be
9700.8cm'1, the error being 3.5cm"1. Using the
3d104p 2 P l ; 2 , i/2-3d94s2 2Dil2 lines we obtain a 2P fine struc-
ture of 9899cm"1. This is 199cm"1 from the value given by
Reader et al. [15] but within the error given by our wave-
length accuracy (200 cm""1). The value of the 2P fine struc-
ture obtained from Sugar's calculated wavelengths [12] is
9497.5 cm"1 which is 402 cm"1 from the measured value.
The 3d94s2 2D fine structure is directly related to the struc-
ture of the 3d9 2D term and should be straight-forward to
calculate. Our measured value of the 2D fine structure is
obtained from the 3di04p2Pil2-3d94s22Dzl2,i/2 transitions.
This value is found to be 10116cm"' and can be compared
to Sugar's value of 10401cm"1 [12]. These values are also
in quite good agreement. A comparison of the measured
and calculated wavelengths is given in Table I. The two
lines at 198.56 and 190.97 A were observed previously under
similar experimental conditions and correctly classified, but
not identified, as KrVIII lines, [18]. The wavelengths in
that work were given as 198.92 and 190.92 A. In Fig. 3 we
show an energy diagram for the various levels and configu-
rations of Cu-like Kr.

4. Conclusion

The object of this investigation was to find spectral lines
belonging to the 3d lo4p2P-3d94s2:Z) transitions. The
method used was spectroscopy following the collisions of
slow ions on atomic targets. We used pressure-dependencies
and differing projectile charge-states to assign the spectral
lines to the various spectra of Krypton. Using this method it
was relatively straight-forward to find the lines from the
above transitions.
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Abstract

The spectrum of Xe IX in the 400-1200 A wavelength region has been
obtained by observing the radiation emitted following electron capture by
Xe** and Xe** ion beams incident on a He gas target The xenon ions
were produced by the Uppsala University ECR ion source. Many of the
stronger lines were found to originate from 4*PSs-4d°5p transitions. All
levels of the 4<f Ss and WSp configurations have been established The
analysis was assisted by MCDF calculation] and isoelectronic comparison.

1. Introduction

The Xe8* ion has a ground state AdlolSo and is isoclec-
tronic with Pd L Because of the relative simplicity of closed
shell spectra this sequence has been the subject of much
investigation in recent years. The 4<flo-4<J'4/ and 4d1 0-
4<f9Sp resonance lines in most of the ions as far as Ho2 1 *
have been observed [1]. In addition 4<P5s-4<P5p transitions
have been observed in Cd III [2], In IV [3], Sn V [4], Sb •
VI and Te VII [5], I VIII [6], and Cs X [7]. Moreover, the
4d*6s and 4d?5d, and in some cases 4d85s2,Ad9 Is, and 4d?(>d
levels of the ions from Cd HI to Te VII have also been
established [8-11]. In the present work we report the exten-
sion of these observations to include the 4<f5s and 4<f5p
levels of Xe DC To our knowledge no data has been
published on these levels apart from the 4d95p 'Pi and 3D,
levels which were found to lie at 604862 cm"1 and
618284 cm"1 respectively, from the observation of the 4d1 0-
4d*5p resonance transition [1].

2. Experimental

The ECR ion source at Uppsala University provides ion
beams of a single species with high current density. This
facilitates the generation of spectra with superb ion stage
discrimination. The salient features of the source have
already been discussed [12-14] but a detailed description of
the operating procedures used in the present set of experi-
ments will be described in detail later [15]. Beams of Xe<*
ions (q = 8, 9) were accelerated to an energy of lOq keV and
directed, in separate runs, into an interaction chamber filled
with helium to an estimated pressure of about 10"*mbar.
At these collision energies excited states are produced pre-
dominantly by electron capture. Hence, in the Xe8+ on He
spectrum there can be no Xe IX lines and a comparison of
the spectra therefore permits the discrimination of lines in
the spectrum of Xe IX from those of lower charge states.

The spectra in the wavelength region of 500-1000 A are
shown in Fig. 1. In the Xe9* on He spectrum a few blends
between Xe IX and Xe VIII lines found, indicated in Table I.

The majority of the Xe VIII lines have already been iden-
tified [16] and thus provide an excellent internal calibration.
The spectra were recorded with a scanning one meter
normal incidence monochromator using a channeltron
detector. The steplengtb was 0.5 A and the integration time
of each channel was 30 s. The accuracy after the calibration
procedure is estimated to be 0.5 A.

3. Results and discussion

The MCDF code of Grant el at. [17] was used to calculate
all energy levels in the 4d?5s and 4tP5p configurations
(excluding other excited configurations in the calculation)
for all of the ions of the sequence from In IV to Cs X. The
difference between observed and calculated energy levels

Table I. Observed wavelengths and Intensities of the
4<PSp array ofXe IX. {B = Blended lines)

Transition

fc'Dj-Sp'fl,
Ss'Dj-ip'Fy
Ss'Dt-Sp'D,
5s*D*—5p*D2

Ss *D%—$p'/)«*|
5s*D»—$p*Dt f
5J *i),—5p*Z)»
55*0,-5?'D,
5J*Z)J—5p*Dt

Ss *Dy—5p J F 4

5^0,-5?^,

5i»/)]_5p>/>1

5»'Dj-5pJF,
5i'Di_5p'p1
Si'D.-Sp'Dj
5slDt-5plP,
Ss 'Dj-Sp lD2

Ss'Dj-Sp'Fj
5s'D,-Sp'Fj
55^0,-5?^, |

Jj lD,-5p JP,
5s'D,-5p»F,
Ss'Dj-Sp'P,

B

B

B

-U.IA)

609J
628.4
658^
661.8

673.9

677.2
686.7
690.5
697.5
701.0
725.3
727.0
734.2
740.4
754.4
761.1
775.0
796.5
812.0

819.7

826.3
835.5
844.0

IaL

9
5

30
11

22

22
30
4

100
50
22
15
16
90

4

2
5

27
36

98

10
15
3

ef
0.024
0.127
1.514
0.635
0.739
0.871
1.053
1.308
0.090
3.343
2372
0.383
0.703
0.351
0.133
0.149
0.535
0.204
0.670
0.891
1.512
1.591
0.338
0.349
0.015
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- 3O00

Fig. I. Spectra of highly ionized Xe in the 509-1000 A region recorded for Xe'" and Xe' * beams incident on He. The dots indicated the identified lines in
XelX.

were then plotted as a function of the effective charge, {(Fig.
2). A second order polynomial fit was made to these data in
order to estimate the energy differences between the
observed and calculated energy levels in Xe IX. These values
were then added to the MCDF values to obtain better pre-
dictions for the calculated energy levels.

Wavelengths corresponding to 5s-5p transitions between
the predicted energy levels were evaluated. These, when

6000

4000 -

2000

o -
w~

-2000 ~

-4000

113 5 7 £

Fig. 2. The difference between observed and calculated energy levels of the
4J*5J and Ad'Sp states as a function of the effective charge (, from C = 4 (In
IV) to C = 10 (Cs X). From top to bottom at the right-hand side axis, the

J P, , *fl,, and ' 0 , levels have been plotted.

taken together with isoelectronic intensity comparisons and
gf values obtained from the MCDF code, permitted the
identification of all of the strong lines in the Xe IX spec-
trum. The observed lines are listed in Table I while the ab
initio, predicted, and fitted energy levels are listed in Table
II. The fitted energy, £ , , of each level is given by

tt
n i.i

where the summation is over all n transitions involving this
particular level, £j, is the predicted energy of the other level
involved in the transition, and £ | is the observed transition
energy, proportional to X~£. The plus or minus sign should
be used if the level i is a lower (5s) level or an upper (5p)
level, respectively. The quantity A£ corresponds to the dif-
ference between the predicted and fitted values. The corre-
lation between observed intensities and calculated gf values
is seen to be reasonably good The 4d*5s3D2-4d95psD1,
4d95s3D1-4d35piFt, and 4</»5i3Dl-4d*5piPl transitions
are blended with lines of the Xe VIII and Xe VII spectra
(Fig. 1). The Ad9SpiP1 transitions have lower intensities
than expected from comparison with the gf values. The
reason for this may be that the ipiPi level decays prefer-
entially to the 4d10 'Sg ground state.

The leading eigenvector percentages in the LS coupling
scheme are also included in Table II. The energy level
scheme for the 'id9 5s and AtPSp configurations is shown in
Fig. 3. It is of interest to compare our results for the
4d9SplPl and 3Dt levels with previous data; we obtain
values of 604853 and 618232 c m ' 1 compared to the Sugar
and Kaufman values of 604862 and 618284cm"1, respec-
tively. The accuracy in the present experiment is
+ 150cm"1, while Sugar and Kaufman quote an uncer-
tainty of ± 10cm"1, so the results agree within the limits of
accuracy of the experiment.
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Table II. Energy levels and percentage composition (ab initio: only percentages above 5% are listed,
underlined numbers indicate negative eigenvectors) of the 4d?5s and 4d?5p configurations in Xe IX.
EG = ab initio Grant value; Ep = predicted value; Ef = fitted value, and A£ = Ep — Et

Uvel E,(cm-') £,(cm-') A£(an-') Percentage composition

5t'O,
Si'C,
5 J ' B ,
5J>DJ

ip'P,
ip'P,
ip'Dt

ip'P,
ip'F,
ip'D,
Sp'D,
ip'F,
ip'Dy
Sp'F,
ip'Ft

472308
459229
476111
455507
607225
594401
£06065
619195
575448
593661
603783
622437
579579
606292
616S78
596671

469880
456940
473370
453449
607686
594472
604857
618202
575413
592978
602507
621142
578958
605382
616010
596820

469856
456962
473326
453465
607827
594444
604853
618232
575436
593079
602467
621033
578964
605361
616045
596827

24
- 2 3

44
- 1 6

-141
28
4

- 3 0
-23

-101
41

110
- 6
21

- 3 6
7

100%
62% + 38% 'D
62% + 38% ' 0
100%
100%
82%. + 18% 'D
85% + 13% 'D
69% + 16%'P + 15%'P
79% + 16% yD
88% + 6%'D + i V P
66% + 20% 'D + 13% 'P
58% + 22J4 'D + 9% *F
54% + 33% ' f +1254 'D
11% + 28% 'F
39-./ + 45% *F + 16% 'D
100%

xlW

Fig. 3. Structure of the 4<f SJ and 4<f*5p configurations of Xe IX. The four
lowest levels form the 4<f* 5J configuration.

4. Conclusion

The 4<f 5s-4d95p transition array of Xe IX has been investi-
gated. Twenty-three lines have been identified and all
sixteen levels arising from these configurations have been
established.
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Experimental lifetimes for the 2>p 2P levels in Na-like Nb (Nb30+)
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Using the beam-foil excitation method we have measured lifetimes for the 3p 1P\n,m levels in Na-like
Nb (Nb30+). The decay curves were corrected for cascades using the rigorous arbitrarily normalized de-
cay curve method. The lifetime values obtained, T=70±5 and 29±2 ps for the 3p !P| / 2 and 3p 17>

3/j lev-
els, respectively, are in very good agreement with recent theoretical calculations.

PACS number(s): 32.30.-r, 32.70.Fw

I. INTRODUCTION

Spectral lines due to transitions between low-lying lev-
els in sequences with only one electron outside of closed
shells are intense and usually well-isolated features.
Hence these transitions are used in several applications of
atomic spectroscopy, e.g., the diagnostics of astrophysical
and laboratory plasmas. Experimental studies of these
transitions also provide a natural testing ground for
theoretical atomic-structure calculations. In a beam-foil
study [1] of 3p 2P lifetimes for Na-like Ti, Fe, Ni, and Cu
a small but systematic discrepancy was found between
the experimental oscillator strengths (in particular for the
3s2SW2-3p2Pin transition) and those obtained from
theoretical [multiconfiguration Dirac-Fock (MCDF)] cal-
culations. This result was somewhat surprising because it
was generally believed that the MCDF method would
yield very accurate results for these relatively simple,
highly charged ions. However, the results [1] were con-
sistent with earlier beam-foil studies of lifetimes for Na-
like S [2], Cl [3], and Ar [4] and with the very precise
beam-laser study of Nal [5], all of which indicated a
similar, small deviation from theory. This trend has sub-
sequently been corroborated by an additional study of
Na I [6], and measurements for Mg II [7] and Si IV [8].

Following the above experimental findings a number of
theoretical works appeared. Of these, Theodosiou and
Curtis [9] used a semiempirical approach [the Coulomb
approximation Hartree-Slater (CAHS) method], whereas
Guet et al. [10] and Sampson et al. [11] employed ab ini-
tio methods, based on relativistic many-body perturba-
tion and relativistic distorted-wave calculations, respec-
tively. These calculations resulted in good agreement
with experimental lifetimes and / values, i.e., up to
Cu XIX, the highest charge state for which such data ex-
isted.

To further check relativistic calculations it is impor-
tant to extend the measurements to Na-like ions with Z
much higher than 29 (Cu). In the present study we re-

port lifetime measurements for Na-like Nb30+ (Z=41).
Very recently, even higher charge states have been stud-
ied by Trabert et al. [12], who were able to extend the
beam-foil method to Na-like Xe (Z = 54) and Au
(Z=79).

II. EXPERIMENT

The experiment was done using a beam of energetic Nb
ions provided by the RILAC heavy-ion linear accelerator
at the Institute of Physical and Chemical Research (RIK-
EN). The ion beam was extracted as Nb12+ from an elec-
tron cyclotron resonance (ECR) ion source and accelerat-
ed to 183 MeV. In the beam-foil target chamber the ions
were further stripped (to a mean charge of around 29)
and excited by a 40-fig/cm2 carbon foil. The ion current,
about 150 nA (5 particle nA), was measured in a Faraday
cup and used for normalization. In computing the veloci-
ty of the ions after the foil, semiempirical data for energy
loss of Nb ions in a C foil were used. This final velocity
of the ions was known with an uncertainty of less than
2%. Photons emitted by the foil-excited Nb ions were
dispersed and detected by a 2.2-m grazing-incidence spec-
trometer, equipped with a 600-lines/mm grating (blaze
wavelength 127 A) and a channel electron multiplier at
the exit slit. The spectrometer viewed the beam at an an-
gle of 90°. More details of the experimental setup can be
found in Ref. [13]. In the present experiment the spec-
trometer entrance slit was positioned very close to the ton
beam (10 mm from the center of a 6-mm-diam beam) to
give a short time window, which is a practical necessity
when attempting to measure short lifetimes. Spectra
were registered by moving the detector in steps along the
Rowland circle. With 50-/im spectrometer slits line
widths close to 0.5 A were obtained. Accurate values for
the 3s-3p and 3p-3d transitions for Nbxxxi have been
given in isoelectronic studies [14,15], comparing mea-
sured wavelengths with relativistic calculations. (It
should also be noted that very accurate theoretical ener-
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gies, based on ab initio calculations [16,17], are available).
Lines belonging to Mg-like Nb were identified using the
data of Ekberg et al. [18], We also had access to spectra
of highly charged Nb observed at the TEXT tokamak at
the University of Texas [19], which provided additional
guidance in the analysis of our beam-foil spectra.

Introductory studies of decay times for the 3p and 3d
levels in Nbxxxi yielded decay curves which showed
high levels of background when the foil was positioned
close to the entrance slit of the spectrometer. We con-
cluded that this was largely due to x rays generated close
to the foil which were scattered into the spectrometer and
counted by the detector at the exit slit. The effect of this
prompt background (which was also observed at posi-
tions between spectral lines) was corrected for in the
analysis of decay curves by simply omitting the first few
channels corresponding to times of about 5 ps. However,
we also noticed a fairly high and slowly decaying back-
ground at distances far from the foil. (To establish the
spatial extent of the background components, some decay
curves were taken in regions of no spectral lines.) It is
well known that an ion beam will produce a collinear
swarm of electrons which in the present case have kinetic
energies in the 1-4-keV range. Since the spectrometer
slit was close to the ion beam, the electrons could hit the
slit assembly and generate x rays. We tested this by
diverting such electrons away from the entrance slit using
a magnetic field. The result was that the "long-lived"
background practically vanished. The lifetimes reported
in this work are based on data taken in this relatively
weak magnetic field.

HI. RESULTS

A section of a wavelength spectrum is shown in Fig. 1.
The strongest lines are the Nb30+ resonance line
3s2S l / 2-3p2P3 / 2 at 135.138 A and the
3P 2p}/2-3d 2D$/2 transition at 131.691 A. Note that the
latter line is partly blended at the low-wavelength side by
a weaker, unidentified line. For decay measurements of
3d2Di/2 narrower slits (30 fim) were used than when
recording the survey spectrum of Fig. 1. In this way the

two lines were completely resolved. We also observed the
3j2S, / 2-3p2/>| / 2 ando3p2/>|/2-3d2£>3/2 transitions, at
182.772 a/id 109.553 A, respectively. (The wavelengths
quoted here are from Refs. [14], [IS].) In the spectral
range studied we could also expect hydrogenic transitions
for Na-like Nb, e.g., n =6-7 and n =7 -8 combinations.
However, only very weak structures appeared at the ap-
propriate wavelengths, near 128 and 198 A, respectively,
and this fact indicates that the high-lying states were not
significantly populated at the ion energy used. In addi-
tion to the lines of Na-like Nb, we also observed a num-
ber of n =3, An=0 transitions in Mg-like, Al-like, and
Si-like Nb.

Examples of decay curves are shown in Fig. 2. In Fig.
2(a) the decays of the 3p 2/>,/2 and 3d 1Din levels are de-
picted. The latter level is the primary source of cascad-
ing into 3p 2Pl/2. Similarly, Fig. 2(b) shows the decays of
the 3p2Pin and 3d2Din levels. The decay data are
presented in this way because 3p 2P\n a n ^ 3p 2Pyi are
primarily fed by cascading from 3d 2D3/2 and 3d D5/2,
respectively. We can directly note that 2P)/2 a nd !-Ds/2
seem to have fairly similar decay times whereas those of
2 P l / 2 and 2.D3/2 are different. This is consistent with
theoretical predictions [9,11].

The decay curves were first analyzed using the comput-
er program DISCRETE [20], which fits the observed data
to a sum of exponentials. This approach can give reliable
lifetime data if the lifetime of the primary level differs (by
a factor of 2 or more) from the lifetimes of the most
prominent levels that feed it. The following values were
obtained for the 3p levels, 72 ps (2P1/2) and 40 ps (2P3/2).
However, earlier beam-foil work [1-4,8] has clearly
demonstrated that more rigorous cascade corrections are
needed when determining lifetimes for the 3p levels in
Na-like ions. Here, also, we applied the arbitrarily nor-
malized decay curve (ANDC) method [21] for cascade
corrections, using the computer program CANDY [22]. In
this procedure the DISCRETE data were used to obtain a
smoothing function which served as the input for the
ANDC-CANDY analysis. In determining cascade-
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FIG. 1. Partial beam-foil spectrum of Nb. The strongest FIG. 2. (a) Decay curves of the ip 1Pu-t level and its primary
lines are transitions from the ip lPi/2 (135.138 A) and 3d 2Ds/, cascading level, id !Di.-j. (b) Same as (a), but for ip 2 P ] / ; and
(131.691 A) levels in Nb301. 3c/ !Os / !.
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TABLE I. Experimental and theoretical lifetimes and oscillator strengths in Nb xxxi.

145

Wavelength

Level (A)

3p2P,,: IS2.772

3p2PUI 135.138

"This work.
bTheodosiou and Curtis [9],
'Sampson et a/.[11].

Lifrtime

Experiment

7Ot5"

29±2*

(ps)

Theory

68.77b

67.9'
27.18"
26.8'

Oscillator

Experiment

O.O72±0.O05"

0.189±O.O13'

strength

Theory

0.07282"
0.0738'
0.20140h

0.2042'

corrected lifetimes for the two 3p levels we analyzed
jointly their decay curves and those of the 3d levels (Fig.
2). These decay cures of 3d 2Din and 2Din also contain
information about cascading from higher levels such as,
for instance, 4p, 4/ , and the yrast chain Sg-dh-li, etc.,
which may play an important role in beam-foil experi-
ments. The thorough study of lifetimes for SVI [2]
showed that the influence of cascades from 45 and 4d to
3p was fairly small in comparison with cascading from 3d
to 3p. For higher values of Z it is therefore safe to as-
sume that all significant feeding of the 3p levels takes
place via 3d.

The results of our decay measurements and ANDC
analyses of the 3p levels are presented in Table I. It is im-
portant to note that the ANDC-corrected lifetime for the
3p2P3/2 level is about 30% shorter than the value ob-
tained from multiexponential fitting by the DISCRETE
program. On the other hand, ANDC and DISCRETE yield
very similar values for the 3p 2P\/2 lifetime. The theoret-
ical lifetimes [9] of the 3d2D levels are 18.08 ps (J = {)

No sequence

, ; "T 3s's-3p'p

I

FIG. 3. Graphic representation of the transition probabilities
for the 3s-3p resonance doublet in Na-like ions. The quantity
Z1S (where S is the line strength in a.u.) is plotted vs
1/IZ-10). The experimental data are from Refs. [1-4,8,12]
and this work, whereas the lines connect the theoretical values
based on the Coulomb approximation Hartree-Slater (CAHS)
method [9].

and 25.88 ps (J = {). The latter value is very close to that
of the 3p 2P}/2 level, whereas both values differ from the
3p 2P]/2 lifetime. It is clearly important to use ANDC-
CANDY whenever possible, because it is often difficult to
judge the reliability of the results obtained form the mul-
tiexponential fitting procedure.

Table I shows that our results are in good agreement
with the theoretical values [9,11], This holds especially
for 2PW2 whereas our 2P3n lifetime is slightly longer
than theories predict. The availability of recent data,
Ref. [12] and the present results, motivates an analysis of
the isoelectronic trend of the 3s-3p transition probabili-
ties for the Na sequence. This is illustrated in Fig. 3,
where the quantity Z2S is plotted against 1/(Z -10) for
such ions between Si3+ and Au69+ for which experimen-
tal data exist. Here S is the line strength in a.u. and 10
an estimate of the screening of the nucleus by the passive
electrons. This graphic representation, advocated by
Edlen [23], gives nearly straight lines over a wide range of
Z values, being thus suitable for interpolation and extra-
polation purposes. An inspection of Fig. 3 (which is an
updated version of a graph shown earlier [8,24,25]) makes
clear that there is very satisfactory agreement between
modern beam-foil data in the region Z = 14-79 and the
theoretical values of Theodosiou and Curtis [9]. Only for
very high values of Z does a minute difference appear be-
tween theory and experiments for the •!•-{ line, but it is
too early to state whether this is significant.

IV. CONCLUSION

In summary, we have determined lifetimes for the two
3p2P levels in Na-like Nb30+ using 183-MeV ions. The
decay curves were analyzed with the powerful ANDC-
CANDY method, yielding experimental results in good
agreement with recent theoretical data. The recent work
by Trabert et al. [12] and the present study provide ex-
perimental lifetimes for the heaviest observed members of
the Na isoelectronic sequence. Na-like Nb is the highest
charge state for which lifetimes have been determined
with the ANDC-CANDY method. In Ref. [12] the less
rigorous methods of multiexponential fitting and model-
ing of decay curves were applied, and these also provided
results that agreed well with theory.
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Abstract

The Xe VII and Xe VIII spectra have been investigated by collision-based
spectroscopy. The radiation emitted following electron capture by lOgkeV
Xe'* ions (q = 6-8) impinging on a He (Ar) gas target has, with some
exceptions, been recorded in the 350-8000 (1200-2500) A wavelength
region. The xenon ions were provided by the Uppsala University ECR ion
source. Many of the observed, previously unreported spectral lines have
been identified. In total, nine new energy levels of Xe VII and Xe VIII have
been established, of which two are tentative. The analysis was supported by
Hartree-Fock calculations.

1. Introduction

Studies of the radiation emitted following electron capture
in slow multiply charged ion-atom collisions is a relatively
new technique in the field of atomic spectroscopy. It is
herein referred to as collision-based spectroscopy (CBS), a
name which indicates the symbiotic relationship between
this technique and atomic collision physics. The excitation
mechanism in CBS, electron capture of one or more elec-
trons from the target atom by the projectile ion, populates
states selectively. To some extent it is also possible to
control the distribution of radiating charge states and to
achieve charge state discrimination of spectral lines in a
refined manner. These properties make CBS a potentially
strong complement to traditional spectroscopic methods for
studies of multiply charged ions, which is reflected by this
work and a number of publications in recent years. CBS-
related works have for instance been carried out by Bltman
et al. [1, 2], Boduch et al. [3, 4] , Bouchama el al. [5], and
Jacquet el al. [6], all of which concern spectra of argon or
oxygen ions. Knystautas and Bliman [7] have studied
multiply charged argon and oxygen using both the CBS and
beam-foil spectroscopy techniques to complement each
other. In a work recently performed in Uppsala, Hutton el
al. [8] showed that the properties of CBS could be exploited
to properly determine the 3d'°4p-3d94s2 transitions of
copper-like krypton (Kr VIII). The charge state discrimi-
nation necessary here would be difficult to carry out with
other methods available. As a first step in a program for the
investigation of multiply charged xenon ions in Uppsala,
van Kampen et al. [9] reported wavelengths and energy
levels in the 4d95s-4d95p transition array in Xe IX. The
program continues with the present work on the Xe VII and
Xe VIII spectra.

The ground levels of cadmium-like xenon (Xe VII) and
silver-like xenon (Xe VIII) are 5s2 'So and 5 s 2 S u 2 , respec-

tively. These ions have previously been investigated using,
e.g. beam-foil spectroscopy and the spark discharge tech-
nique. The ionization energy for Xe VII given in Ref. [10] is
738 800 ± 4000 cm"1. Values of the ionization energy of
8545001800 cm"1 [11] and 854705 ± 75 cm"1 [12] are
given for Xe VIII.

The Xe VII spectrum has been studied by Hallin et al.
[13], Blackburn et al. [14], Kaufman and Sugar [10], Pin-
nington et al. [15], and in references therein. Kaufman and
Sugar reported, as part of an analysis of the Cd I isoelec-
tronic sequence, all energy levels of the 5s5p, 5p2, and 5s5d
configurations, except the 5p2 'So level (Fig. 1). They also
obtained energies for the 5s6s 3S, level, the 5s6p 3Pt and 1Pl

levels, as well as some levels of the core-excited Ad95s25p
and 4d95s24f configurations. Tentative wavelengths for
yrast transitions in Xe VII are given by Hallin et al. [13].
Recently, Tauheed et al. [16] found that the line previously
identified as the 5s5p ^iSsSd l D 2 transition [10] is in fact
a Xe V line. We suggest a new line for this transition, which
causes a change of the energy for the 5s5d 1D2 level orig-
inally given by Kaufman and Sugar [10]. Furthermore, we
have established the 5s6siS0 and 5 s 4 / ' F 3 levels and we
give tentative energies for the 5p2 lS0 and 5s4/ 3F 3 levels.
The 5s6s3Sl-5s6p3Pl line was found at the position pre-
dicted from energy levels given by Kaufman and Sugar [10].

400000--

300000--

200000-•

100000--

energy [cm"1]

5s6s

5s6p

5s5d
5s4f

5s5p

5s2

Fig. 1. The lower pan of the known energy level scheme of Xe VII. Filled
(unfilled) rectangles represent completely (partly) established configurations.
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500000--

400000--

300000--

200000- -
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•/.V.V/A*-'

-SL.
4f

5s

Fig. 1 The lower pan of the known energy level scheme of Xe VIII.
Dashed lines represent energy levels which are revised or established in this
work.

Spectra of quasi one-electron systems, such as silver-like
ions, are relatively easily interpreted. Thus, the Ag I isoelec-
tronic sequence is to a larger extent explored than the Cd I
sequence. Indeed, the Xe VIII spectrum has been investi-
gated by many groups, e.g. Roberts el al. [17], Bashkin el al.
[12], Blackburn et al. [14], Sugar and Kaufman [11], and
Kaufman and Sugar [18, 19], establishing the 5s, 6s, 7s, 5p,
6p, 5d, 4/, 5/, 5g, kg, 6h, 7i, and 8fc configurations com-
pletely (Fig. 2), and some levels of core-excited 4d95s5p,
4d95s6p, and 4d'5s5/ configurations. Here we add the posi-
tions of the Ip and kd energy levels. Moreover, some of the
previously determined levels are confirmed by observations
of 6s-6p, 5d-6p. and 4/-5d transitions. The energy values of
the 4/levels are revised.

2. Method

The predominant inelastic process in slow (collision velo-
cities lower than the velocities of the outer target electrons)
multiply charged ion-atom collisions is electron capture of
one or several electrons from the target atom (T) to excited
states of the projectile (P) [20]:

P*+ +T-P*'«-">* +T"*. (1)

The radiation emitted in subsequent decays exhibits several
properties of spectroscopic interest:

Firstly, if single collision conditions are fulfilled, recorded
spectra are pure in the sense that the observed lines orig-
inate from transitions in a limited number of charge states.
For instance, using Xes* as projectile and He as target will
result in spectra mainly consisting of Xe6* and Xe7* lines,
since helium is a two-electron system.

Secondly, a charge state discrimination of the lines can be
carried out by monitoring the line intensity dependence on
the target gas pressure or the projectile charge state, of
which the latter method is used in this work. A line present
in spectra with Xc7* as projectile, and possibly also with
Xe8* and higher charge states, but missing with Xe6*, can
most often be attributed to a Xe6+ transition.

Thirdly, excited states are populated in a selective manner
through electron capture processes [20]. For instance, a
general result from several theoretical models for slow
multiply charged ion-atom collisions is the quasi-resonance
condition for one-electron capture, i.e. the probability for
capture reaches a maximum when the binding energy of the
final capture state approxiroalely equals the binding energy
of the initial target state. From this, it is, for example,
expected that higher excited states are populated in colli-
sions with argon as target than in collisions with helium.

3. Experimental

An electron cyclotron resonance (ECR) ion source has been
in operation since 1990 at The Svedberg Laboratory in
Uppsala. This source is similar to the 6.4 MHz double stage
ECR ion source at Michigan State University [21-23]. The
source in Uppsala is modified for single stage operation. It
provides multiply charged ions for both atomic physics and
nuclear physics purposes. At present, one beam-line sup-
porting photon emission spectroscopy following slow (3g-
20gkeV) ion-atom collisions is in operation in the atomic
collision laboratory [8,24].

The experiments are performed in five series, of which the
experimental conditions and related data are given in Table
I. A beam of xenon ions is produced from xenon gas with
the ECR ion source on a potential of 10 kV. Beams of
10<jkeV Xe'* ions (q = 6-8; vaU = 0.1-0.2a.u.) are formed
by q/m analysis of the primary beam in a 90° dipole magnet.

The ions are directed into a target gas cell (Fig. 3) by
electrostatic deflection plates and an einzel lens. The target
gas cell is differentially pumped and continuously fed with
helium or argon from a tube in the top of the cell. The pres-

Fvadr* cup Dnecw

Fig. 3. A schematic drawing of the target collision chamber and the
photon detection syslim.
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Table I. Experimental conditions and related data for the experimental series

Series
Target
Spectral range A

proj. Xe""
proj. Xe1*
proj. Xe6*

Spectrometer
Detector
Grating grooves/mm

blaze A
Slit width urn
U s e width A
Step length A
Time/channel s
Accuracy* A

I
He

350-1250
350-1250
350-1250

VUV'
channeltron'1

1200
700
200

3
0.5

10
0.5

II
He

1150-2500
1150-2350
1I5O-24O0
VUV»
solar blind PMT'
1200
1500
200

3
0.5

10
0.5

III
He

2000-6000
2000-6000
2000-6000
MS'
PMT1

1200
•
500

8
1.0

10
1.0

IV
He

—
6000-8000-

VIS1

pinr
1200
1

500
S
1.0

10
1.5

V
AT

1200-2500
1200-2500
1200-2500
VUV'
solar blind PMT'
1200
1500
200

3
0.5

10
0.5

* No recording in the interval 7300-7600 A.
" Hilger & Watts E377, one metre normal incidence vacuum monochromator.
' Corny-Turner HR.1000, one metre normal incidence air monochromator.
* Galileo partly coated with Csl.
' Hamamatsu R1220 photo multiplier tube.
' Hamamatsu R943-02 photo multiplier tube.
* No documentation.
b Estimated accuracy from comparison with known wavelengths of Xe V-Xe VIII and from deviations between differ-
ent spectra.

sure inside the cell cannot be measured directly, but it is
estimated from bole conductances and pumping speeds to
be about 10~2mbar in the present set of experiments. The
pressure is kept constant within each experimental series.
The ion current downstream of the target gas cell is moni-
tored by a Faraday cup. Typically, the ion current without
target gas is 1-2 uA and ~ 10% lower with gas. The distance
between the electrostatic deflection plate and the target gas
cell is around l.S metres. The pressure in this section is
around 10~6mbar during experiments.

The photon emission following ion-atom collisions is
recorded with an evacuated one metre normal incidence
(VUV) spectrometer or a one metre normal incidence air
(VIS) spectrometer. With the latter, the emitted radiation
from the target gas cell is observed perpendicular to the ion
beam through quartz windows in the cell and in the sur-
rounding chamber walls, and it is focused onto the spec-
trometer entrance slit by a quartz lens. With the VUV
spectrometer, the emitted radiation is observed through
apertures and no focusing is carried out. The distance of the

Table II. Wavelengths obtained in a separate calibration pro-
cedure with an estimated accuracy ofOJ A

*.., (A)

2163.4
2169.9
2314.9
2441.9
2791.8
3078.1
3330.0
3405.8
3545.1
3861.1
4327.0
4955.3
5157.6

2164.1
2170.6
2315.6
2442.6
2792.6
3079.0
3331.0
3406.8
3646.2
3862.2
4328.2
4956.7
5159.1

Classification

Xe V or a lower charge state*
Xe V or a lower charge stale'
Xe VII5p2 1 i )2-5s4/1F3
Xe V or a lower charge state*
XcVI*
Xe V or a lower charge state*
Xe V or a lower charge state'
Xe V or a lower charge state*
Xe VII5p- 3 P ! -554/ 1 F 3

Xe VI*
Xe V or a lower charge state*
Xe V or a lower charge state*
Xe VI*

• Tentative assignment.

ion beam path through the target gas cell is about 5 cm,
corresponding to a time-of-flight (tofccll), at the present colli-
sion velocities, of the order of 100ns. Depending on wave-
length range, one or two photo multiplier tubes or a
channeltron is used as the detector. The data acquisition is
controlled from a VME-bus computer (Motorola 147-S).

Spectral line widths (Table I) are determined by the spec-
trometer slit widths in the present experiments. The slits are
rather wide in order to obtain reasonable signal-to-noise
ratios with the relatively low ion currents from the ECR ion
source. The observed line profiles are Gaussian-like. The
number of counts in the central channel of a line minus the
background is taken as the intensity. A wavelength cali-
bration is carried out by least-squares-fitting line positions
to known wavelengths of lines present in the spectra. The
final experimental wavelengths are averaged values from
calibrated spectra containing the line in question. Estimated
accuracies of the obtained wavelengths are given in Table I.

Known wavelengths of Xe V-Xe VIII transitions [10, 16,
18, 25, 26] are used as in-beam calibration references.
However, above 2000 A the knowledge of such transitions is
poor. Therefore, some of the observed Xe V-Xe VII tran-
sition wavelengths above 2000 A are determined separately
by alternately colliding N** and Xe»+ on He while scanning
the spectrometer, with known N I-N III lines serving as ref-
erences. The estimated accuracy of the wavelengths obtained
in this way (Table II) is 0.5 A. The wavelengths in Table II,
as well as second- and third-order reflections of them, are
used as in-beam calibration lines in series II-V (Table I).

4. Results ami discussion

The first step in the spectral analysis is a charge state dis-
crimination of the observed lines. Lines missing in spectra
with Xe** as projectile, but present in spectra with higher
projectile charge states, are tentatively attributed to Xe'*
transitions. All identified lines of Xe VII and Xe VIII with
reasonable intensities are correctly charge state assigned
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through this procedure. The differences in the population
distributions of excited states obtained with helium and
argon as targets simplify the spectral anlaysis. A relatively
large number of charge states contribute significantly to the
recorded spectra, which indicates that the experiments are
not performed under single collision conditions. This is also
corroborated by the relatively high ion current loss (~ 10%)
in the target gas cell. No indications of large metastable
fractions of the ion beams are seen in the observed spectra.

As a guide-line in the analysis, atomic properties, such as
transition wavelengths and weighted El transition probabil-
ities (g/1-values), are calculated by Cowan's HFR programs
[27]. Twenty seven configurations are included in the HFR
calculations of both Xe VII and Xe VIII. Radial electro-
static integrals are scaled to 90%, while the radial spin-orbit
integrals are used unsealed.

Vacuum wavelengths are used throughout the paper
(except in Table II). A q = 6 (T = He) spectrum means a
spectrum recorded with Xe6+ as projectile (helium as target
gas).

4.1. Xe VI! - results from collisions on helium (T = He)

Kaufman and Sugar [10] identified a line at 595.1 A as the
SsSp^i-SsSd^i transition. Recently, Tauheed et al. [16]
found that this line in fact is a Xe V line, which is confirmed
in our experiment, in which no Xe VII line is observed at
595.1 A (Fig. 4). However, we observe a strong Xe VII line
at 608.8 A, 4 A short of the calculated wavelength (Table
III), which is identified as the SsSp^i-SsSd^i transition.
The intensity of this line fits well with the intensities of other
observed transitions in the 5s5p-5s5d array and calculated
g/1-values. The revised wavelength causes a change of the
previous 5s5d lD2 energy [10] to 307518cm"1 (Table IV).

The HFR calculations indicate a substantial mixing, 6%
and 10%, of 5s5dlD2 into the 5p23P2 and the 5pllD2

levels, respectively, which opens transitions to these levels as
strong decay channels for the 5s4/ 'F3 level. The dominat-
ing features in the Xe VII spectrum above 2000 A are the
two strong lines at 2315.6A and 3646.2A (Fig. 5). Associ-
ating these with transitions from the 5s4f lFi level to the
lD2 and 3P2 levels of the 5p2 configuration (Table HI) is in
agreement with calculated 5/(-values and wavelengths.

The calculated lifetime, 27 ns, of the 5 s 4 / ' F 3 level is
short enough (< io/ccll) to make a large fraction of the ions
in 5s4/ 'F3 states decay within the observed region of the

Table III. Classified lines of the Xe VII spectrum

= 200.

s

800 -,

I
5 600-

l
I 400-

500 550
wavelength [Al

|Xe7> + He

J L JLJ
500 550

wavelength tA)

600-

L
H 400

' 200-

; < e + H e

R. J «.
500 550

wavelength fAl

Fig. 4. Photon emission following Xe'* (q = 6-8) colliding on He recorded

in the 380-650 A wavelength region (series I).

Table IV. Established energy levels ofXe VII

Level Exp. energy (cm " ')* Percent composition"

5 p " V 272644
5S6J'S0 361602
SsSd'D2 307518
5s4 / 'Fj 279282
5 s 4 / J F 3 ' 275668

88% + 9%5p"P 0

100%
80% + 14% 5pJ 'Dj + 5% 5p4/ '
98%
99%

' The experimental energies are based on levels given in Rcf. [10] and
wavelengths of Table III.
b HFR calculations. Only percentages larger than 5% are listed. Under-
lined numbers indicate negative eigenvectors.
' Tentative.

Series

I
1
1
11. V
II. V

III
III
III
IV

l l . H . '

44
714
21
68

1917
66

3516
19
12

33
21

458.0
608.8
772.9

2171.2
2315.6

3538.5
3646.2
4197.9
7662.7

•id.'(A)

479
613
765

2143
2187
3707
3174
4025
7613

Lower level

5s5p'P,
5s5p'P,
5s5p'P,<
5s6s3S,
Sp"D,
5s4/ 'F,
5p' 3Pj
5p! 3Pj
554 / 3 F 3 '

Upper level

55«5'S0

5sSd 'D 2

5p"S0'
5stp'Pl

Ss4f 'F,
5s id 'D3

554/ 'F,
5s4/ 3F3

Ssid'D,'

A'(cm"')

0
0
0

37
3

25
- 3

7
7

• Intensity for Xe' * colliding on Hc/Ar.
11 Observed vacuum wavelengths.
' HFR-calculated vacuum wavelengths.
* A = °.h - "k..u. w h e r e °i«.fi. is I n e calculated transition energy from levels given in Ref. [10] and
new levels given in Table IV.
' Tentative assignment.
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Fig. 5. Photon emission following Xe'* (g = 6-8) colliding on He recorded Fig. 67 Photon emission following Xe** (<j = 6-8) colliding on He recorded
in the 2000-4000 A wavelength region (series III). in the 1200-2100 A wavelength region (series II).

gas target cell. Decay from the 5s4f 3F3 level, with a calcu-
lated lifetime of 10 us, should give rise to much weaker tran-
sitions. If the weak line at 4197.9 A (Table III) is identified as
the 5p2 3Pz-5s4/ 3F3 transition, the 5s4/ 3F3 (Table IV) can
be connected to the 5s5d3Di level through another weak
line at 7662.7 A. The 3F3 energy predicts a wavelength of
2675 A for the 5p11D1-5s4fiF3 transition, where it poss-
ibly could be hidden by a line of a lower charge state. The
calculated lifetime for the 3F2 level of the 5^4/configuration
is 12 ms, while El transition decay from the 3Ft level is for-

bidden. No transitions originating from these levels are
observed.

The previously observed 5s5piP~5s6s3S1 transition!:
around 400A are present in our spectra (Fig. 4), indicating a
substantial population of the Ss6s configuration. In the
absence of other lines with reasonable wavelength devi-
ations from the HFR value, the classification of the 458.0 A
line as the 5s5plPi~5s6s1S0 transition is straightforward
(Table III). The Ss6s3Si-Ss6piPx transition, expected at
2172.9 A from Ref. [10], is observed at 2171.2 A (Fig. 5).

Table V. Classified lines of the Xe VIII spectrum

Series

I
I
II. V
11. V
II. V
II, V
II. V
II. V
II, V
II. V
II, V

58
357

•

—
—

—
540
213
72
34

427
34
14
79
45
52
29
10

<5

;..«B<A)
709.9
749.2

1281.7
1304.6
1507.2
1538.6
1602.5
1808.7
2088.0
2122.9
2235.8

'•„,«' (A)

717
754

1276
1295
1539
1566
1626
1832
2098
2245
2320

Lower level

5diDyi

$d'DM

6pJ P3 ̂

6d*Dn

6d'Dsl2

6 J * S 1 J 2

6s'S,,2

4f2Fm

Upper level

6p2Pw
6p2Pv2

6d'Dil2

6d'Dil2

Tp'P3l2

7p2P,/2
dp 3Pil2

6p2Pu2

Sd'Dil2

A" (cm"1)

- 2 0
-14

0
0

- 8
7
0

13
12

- 1 2 5 1
- 1 3 2 1

• Intensity for Xe'* colliding on He/Ar.
b Observed vacuum wavelengths.
• HFR-calculated vacuum wavelengths.
d A = <*„* - » „ „ „ , where c,,v,,, is the calculated transition energy from levels given in Ref. [18], levels
calculated from the levels in Refs [18] and [12]. and new levels given in Table VI.
• "—" means the line is missing or thai its intensity is very low.
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Table VI. Established and revised energy levels ofXe V11I

Level

4/!fw

6d-Dltl

Exp. energy (cm"')'

265161'
265711'
527425
528794
589827
593781

Percent composition'

100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
98%

' The experimental energies are based on levels given in Ref. [18] and
wavelengths of Table V.
b HFR calculations. Only percentages larger than 5% are listed.
c Revision of energies given in [18].

The only remaining level to establish of the 5p2 configu-
ration, 'So , is more troublesome. Experimentally, a line
found at 772.9 A, 8 A above the calculated wavelength, is
tentatively attributed to this transition (Table III). The line
is more intense in the q = 8 than in the q = 7 spectrum. This
behaviour is also seen for other (but not for all) transitions
originating from the 5p2 configuration, e.g. the
Ss5p3/VV3Pi (722A) and 5s5p2Pl-5p23P0 (812A) tran-
sitions classified in Ref. [10].

4.2. Xe VIII - results from collisions on helium and argon
(T = He and Ar)
Four lines, two in each of the 6s-6p and 4f-5d arrays,
between previously established energy levels are classified
(Table V, Fig. 6). Large deviations from the differences
between the previous energy values of the 4 / and 5d levels

Fig. 7. Photon emission following Xe'" (q = 6-8) colliding on Ar recorded
in the 1200-2100 A wavelength region I series V).

[18] are seen for the 4/-5d transitions (Table V). The
observed wavelengths, 2122.9 A and 2235.8 A, confirm wave-
length predictions by Bashkin et al. [12] of 2124.5 A and
2236.6 A for these transitions, supporting a revision of the
energies of the 4 / levels (Table VI).

The four levels of the 6d and 7p configurations are estab-
lished (Table VI) through observations in T = Ar spectra of
the three transitions of the 6d-lp array and of two of the
6p-6d transitions (Table V, Fig. 7). The rather accurate cal-
culations for these transitions make the line identifications
uncomplicated. It is noticeable that none of these lines are
visible in T = He spectra (Fig. 6).

4.3. Population distribution of excited states after
one-electron capture

State-selective cross-sections for electron capture in the
present collision systems are unknown. Some attempts are
made to qualitatively estimate which configurations are
preferentially populated from the recorded spectra. It is
among other problems difficult to compare intensities and
to account for cascade population from higher energy levels.
Thus, it is merely noted that transitions from levels of the
5s5d and 5s4/configurations (5s6p configuration) in Xe VII
are relatively strong strong for Xe7+ colliding on He (Ar).
Similarly, transitions from levels of the 6p {6d) configuration
in Xe VIII are relatively strong for Xe8* colliding on He
(Ar). No transition with comparable intensities are observed
from higher excited configurations than these.

5. Conclusions

We have, as part of a program for investigations of multiply
charged xenon ions, applied the CBS technique on Xe VII
and Xe VIII. In total, we have classified 20 spectral lines
(two tentatively) of these ions and established nine new
energy levels (two tentatively). The energy values of the 4 /
levels in Xe VIII are revised.

In the present experiments, the target gas pressure is kept
high and the spectrometer slit widths are kept wide in order
to obtain reasonable signal-to-noise ratios. Thus, several
charge states contribute to the recorded spectra, and the
spectral resolution is rather low. We expect higher ion cur-
rents, and therefore higher signal-to-noise ratios, after
improvements in progress of the ECR ion source and the
beam-line system.
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Abstract
Photon emission following slow ion-atom collisions has been observed for the collision systems He ' ' ' + He(</ = 1,2) at

the energy 10 keV </"'. In particular relative phoion emission cross sections lor the I s ' ' S n - l s « p ' P , series in neutral
helium are reported for both charges of the incoming helium ion. The work has been performed at the Uppsala University
ECR ion source facility.

1. Introduction

The He : < -r He collision system is one of the simplest
where two-electron effects can be studied, Apart from the
lundamental interest, this collision system is also of impor-
tance to applied fusion research. Since neutral He beams
arc used for heating of large tokamaks, a detailed under-
standing of these processes will be useful to plasma diag-
nostics [1,2). In a recent theoretical study (.1) Hie dilferent
channels in slow H e ' * + H c collisions were discussed.
One of the interesting results presented in this work is that
for low energy, below II) keV amu ', the total cross
section for double capture is expected to be bigger than
that for single capture. The major fraction of this total
cross section is capture to the ground state [4]. Single
capture processes have been extensively studied experi-
mentally [5].

Due Hi the symmetry of the H e : ' + He colliding sys-
tem two different processes can result in photons with the
same energy: double capture

Me-' +lle, -He ( ; +He,:-

and target excitation

He;1 fHc . -He - 1 f He,'

(0

(2)

Similarly, when singly charged He collides with neutral He
the same kinship is valid for single capture

He,; •> He , -He , ; + He,' . (.1)

and target excitation

He,' + H e , - He,,' + Me,'. (4)

Corresponding author.

()lfiK-5H3X/c'5/$t)'J.5ll
SSDI

In the above equations (1-4), /) and t are used to distin-
guish between projectile and target. ' is used to denote the
excited atom that decays by photon emission.

In this paper we present experimental data for He I.
Is' 'S,,—lsnp ' P,, and Hell. 21-n'l'. transitions which
arise when He ' or H e ' ' collide with neutral He. From the
observed He I transitions, relative photon emission cross
sections are deduced.

2. Experiment

The He ions are produced with the ECR ion source
installed at Uppsala University (fi). The extraction voltage
used throughout this experiment is II) kV, resulting in II)
keV singly charged ions while doubly charged ions have
an energy of 20 keV. These beams are analysed in a 9(1°
bending magnet and electrostatically directed into the beam
line where u gas cell is used as target. Typical pressure in
the target chamber outside the target is 5-1(1 x 10"* mbar.
From hole conductance calculations |7] the pressure inside
the cell is estimated to be 20 times the chamber pressure,
1 -2X10 ' mbar. The background pressure, with gasload
from the target, is 1-2 x II)"" mbar. The speclroscopic
instrument used in this work is a one meter normal inci-
dence spectrometer, equipped with a 2400 I mm" ' grating
and a Csl coaled channellron lor phoion detection. The slit
width used is 250 M-m giving a theoretical line width of
about 1 A.

The principal aim ol this work is to study double
capture/target ionizalion in the He :* + He collision sys-
tem. Spectra from He ' + He collisions are also recorded in
order to sort out transitions originating from possible beam
contaminations. The ion He"' has a <//m ratio of 3 where
the He ' <// '" ratio is \. Thus, emission from the contami-

I'W5 l-.lscvivr Science II.V All rights reserved
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20 keV He2+ on He

Wavelength ( A )

Fig. I. Partial spccirum from Hc :* + He collisions ;il 20 keV. The
neutral lie transitions l s : ' S , , — Isnp ' P, is marked wilh the H-
quiinlum number for the upper level

nating ions that accidentallv can be produced in the source
will normally he present in only one of the recordings.
There is no observable H * component in the beam when
running He. We therefore conclude, that there is no H : '
contamination of the l le :* beam. The l s ; 'Sn- l s ; ip 'P ,
transitions scries in He I falls between 505 and 584 A [8]
and the 21-n'l', 4 <,«', lines in He II fall between 942 and
1225 A. Bj' measuring spectra in the wavelength region
".40-1225 A both these scries are covered, the He II lines
in first order and the He I transitions in second order.

Spectra of the collision 20 keV He;* + He are recorded
with two different target pressures, 1.15 x Id" ' and 2.3 x
Id"' mbar. Fig. I shows a partial spectrum taken at the
lower pressure, 1(100—1180 A. In both these recordings the
neutral helium transitions Is2 'S,,-lsjip ' P, are observed
for n < 5. For n > 6 the intensities of these transitions are
hidden in the noise. The l s : 'S,,-lsnp'P, line is blended
by the 2 / -6 / ' transitions in singly charged helium. We
also see the He II transitions 21-n'l' from « = 4 up to
n — 8. However, it is not possible to re.solve these spectral
structures.

As previously, spectra for 10 keV He' on He are
recorded for the same 2 pressures as above.
Fig. 2 shows a partial spectrum from this collision taken at
the lower target pressure in the same wavelength region as
Fig. I. The strong lines in these two spectra are the He I

lines. The He I ls : 'S,,-ls()p 'l', line is blended by He II
the l s : - l s « p series is observed up to n = 7. The He II
transitions 21-n'l' are weak but those Iron) 4 <, n < (> are
easy to find.

3. Results

The intensity, /, of a particular transition can he ex-
pressed as

/ = 7) BR l \ o-m fi /. (5)

where 7) is the efficiency of the delecting system. BR the
branching ratio, 1\ the number of incoming particles. trcm

the emission cross section and 6, / represent density and
length of the target. This expression is valid if the time
window for detecting the photons is long enough lor the
excited states to decay. With the present setup we observe
about 50 mm of (he beam. Converted to the beam velocity
this corresponds to roughly 50 ns for doubly charged He
beams and around 100 ns for He '. The spectrometer is not
intensity calibrated. However, we believe that a conserva-
tive error estimate for 77 is that it does not vary more than
±25'/'i> in this narrow recorded region. Branching ratios for
the Is2 S | , - lsnp'P| transitions in Hel were calculated
with the Cowan computer code [9], These numbers were

10keVHe+onHe

2 i

j5>'a 'j H e l l
' ^ ' i
C HXI t

Hell

1 /

1 it '
4 ( ) i \ ':/ i i l l I

i . I ! ! , ! I . )

I I K M I M I D I 1 1 ) 4 1 1 M K i d M I N I 1 I I N I 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 4 1 ) I I C I M H O

Wavelength ( A )

Fig. 2. Parlial spectrum from Me' + He collisions at Ml kcV. The
neutral Me transilions l s : ' s , , - K n p ' l 1 , is marked with Ihe n-
quantum number lor Ihe upper level
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Table 1
Relative emission cross section for l s : ' S , , - l s n p ' P | transitions,
20 keV H e : ' H i e . Inr both pressures Ihe data are imniulisud to
the Is* - I s 2 p transition. The error in the table is (inly the statisti-
cal error. BR is the calculated branching ratio |9]
Upper level UR <r,m <W c m ircm Oirtm

i s n p ' P , 1.15X10"'mbar 2.3 x 11P ' mbar

2p 0.9998 100 ±2.4 1(K) ± 1 . 6
3p 0.9808 8.9 ±0.7 8.6 ±0.5
4p 0.99.15 2.1 ±0.4 2.2 ±0.2
5p (1.9910 1.3 ±0.3 1.4 ±0.2

found to be very close to 1, i.e. the strongest lines from
np 'P are expected to be those to the groundstatc l s 2 l S .
Further, for each point in each spectrum the number of
incoming ions and the target properties are the same. The
relative emission cross sections can therefore be expressed
as / / B R . In order to compare emission cross sections
from different spectra they have to be normalised to
compensate for variations in the projectile and target prop-
erties in the different spectral recordings. The results from
He2* on He are found in Table 1 and the data from He*
on He are collected in Table 2. To compare the measured
emission cross section with the calculated individual cross
sections [3], the latter have to be converted to emission
cross sections. When we do this for Is2p and ]s3p,
allowing cascades from Is3s and Is3d, we gel a 2p /3p
ratio of 7.6 for 22 keV and a ratio of 8.7 for 16 keV. The
measured ratio is 11.2 ± 0 . 9 and 11.6 ± 0 . 7 for the two
different pressures used at 20 keV.

The error estimates in the two tables only include the
statistical error. There are at least two sources of system-
atic errors. Firstly, ij, the photon detection efficiency,
depends on several parameters. Among these there are at

Upper level

Isnp' l ' ,

2p
3P
4p

5P
?P

BR

0.99%
0 9808
0.9935
0.991(1
0.9934

"em

I.15X

KKI
7.3
1.4
0.7
0.3

&<',,»
1(1" ' mbar

±0.4
±0.3
±0.1
±0.09
± 0.06

"cm

2.3 x 1(1

KKI
7.9
1.7
0.9
0.4

' ' mbar

±0.7
±02
±0.1
±0.07
±0.05

least two that have a wavelength dependence, namely Ihe
reflectivity of Ihe coating material and blaze angle of the
grating. In our experiment we use a platinum coated
grating, blazed for maximum performance at 150(1 A.
Based on this an estimate of the systematic error in
intensity tor the l s : - l snp ,« > 2, lines amipjred to Ihe
l s ; - l s2p line is less then +25%. Secondly, double colli-
sions destroy Ihe linear relationship between Ihc emission
cross section and the individual cross sections for capture
and excitation. Polarisation, anisotropy of the emitted radi-
ation and polarisation dependent detector efficiency can
add to the systematic error. It is difficult to estimate Ihc
effect of this on the relative emmission cross sections.
However, in similar work |5,10] on absolute cross sections
these errors arc estimated to be within 10%.

4. Summary

We show results of photon emission from He* * + He
(</= 1,2) collisions. The derived relative emission cross
sections docs not contradict with Ihe theoretical values.
More experimental work is planned for this collision sys-
tem. First we plan to study the contributions to Ihe system-
atic errors, e.g. intensity calibration and double collisions.
Next we plan to investigate Ihe velocity dependence of the
relative cross sections.
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Abstract
We have used the technique of beam-foil spectroscopy to investigate transition probabilities for Na-like Nb"1* and

Mg-like Nb"'M. In the former case the lifetimes of the 3 p " P | / ; , / : levels were determined using the ANDC method of
cascade correction. For the Mg-like ion we have studied the decay of the 3s3p'P, level which gives rise to a spin-forbidden
transition to the 3s" 's, , ground term.

1. Introduction

Transitions between the low-lying levels in sequences
with only one or two electrons outside of closed shells
result usually in intense and well isolated spectral lines.
Hence, these transitions are used in many applications of
atomic spectroscopy, e.g. the diagnostics of astrophysical
and laboratory plasmas. Experimental investigation of these
transitions also provides valuable tests of theoretical
atomic-structure calculations. A beam-foil study [1] of
3p :P lifetimes for Na-like Ti, Fe, Ni and Cu showed that
there was a small systematic discrepancy between experi-
mental and theoretical oscillator strengths, in particular for
the 3 s : S , / ; - 3 p ' P v ; transition. This result was rather
surprising because it was generally assumed that rclativis-
tic theories would yield very accurate results for these
relatively simple ions. However, the data [I] were consis-
tent with experimental results for lower charge slates
[2-7|. Subsequently a number of theoretical works ap-
peared which resulted in better agreement with experi-
ments. Of these. Thcodosiou and Curtis [8] used a semi-
empirical approach whereas Guet et al. [9] and Sampson el
al. [10] employed ab initio methods. These new results
agreed with experimental data up to Na-like Cu and Br
111), the highest charge states for which such data existed.
To further check relativistic theories it is natural to extend
measurements to very highly charged Na-like ions. The
present work deals with 2 = 41 (Nb) which is between the
old experimental limit of Z = 35 (Br) and the values
1 = 54 (Xe) and 7. = 79 (Au), recently studied by Trabert
cl al. [12).

Corresponding author.

Intercombination (spin-forbidden) transitions such as
the 3s : 'Sn-3s3p 'P, line in Mg-like ions are of consider-
able interest in plasma diagnostics. For instance, the ratio
of intensities for close-lying allowed and spin-forbidden
lines can be used to determine electron densities in plas-
mas. Also, the calculation of these intercombination proba-
bilities requires a careful treatment of several factors,
including configuration mixing, spin-orbit interactions and
relativistic effects [13]. The rale of the spin-forbidden
transition in Mg-like ions has been measured by beam-foil
speclroscopy for a number of ions from Pc"* to Br"1*
[14). and the results are generally in good agreement with
theory. We have now made preliminary studies of this
transition for Mg-like Nb :'".

2. Experiment

The experiments were done using Nb ions provided by
the RILAC heavy ion linear accelerator at the Institute of
Physical and Chemical Research (RIKEN) in Japan. The
ions were extracted as Nb i : :' from an ECR ion source and
accelerated to 2 McV/u by the RILAC. In the beam-foil
target chamber the ions were further stripped (to a mean
charge of around 2U) and excited by a 40 u.g/cm" carbon
foil. The ion currents, of about 4-5 particle nA. were
measured in a Faraday cup and used for normalization.
The ion currents were actually limited to optimize the foil
lifetime. The energy loss in the foil was taken into account
when calculating the final beam velocities. Photons emit-
ted by the foil-excited ions were dispersed and detected by
a 2.2 m McPherson/ Nikon grazing incidence spectrometer
equipped a 6(K) lines/mm grating (blazed at 127 A) and a
Ccrctron detector at the exit slit. The spectrometer viewed
the beam at an angle of 90°. More details of the experi-

M6K-58.W>.VS(W.5() (O l'«> EKcvier Science U.V. All rights reserved
SSUI IM6K-583X(M5)ll()0.1ll-5
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Fig. 1. Partial beam-foil spectrum of Nb. The strongest lines arc
transitions from the 3 p " P , / ; and 3 d " D v , levels in Na-like
N b v " .

mental setup can be found in Ref. [15]. The spectrometer
entrance slit is positioned very close to the ion beam (10
mm from the center of a 6 mm diameter beam) to give a
short time window. While this is a practical necessity for
measuring very short lifetimes it also gives rise to some
troublesome background effects which will be discussed
below. A line width of around 0.5 A was obtained using
spectrometer slit widths of 50 urn.

Preliminary recordings of decay curves for levels in
Na-like and Mg-like ions showed high levels of back-
ground when the foil was positioned close to the spectrom-
eter entrance slit. We concluded that this was due to
X-rays generated close to the foil. However, we also

noticed a fairly high and slowly decaying background in
the decay curves at distances far from the foil, It is clear
that the ion beam will produce a collinear beam of ener-
getic electrons during the interaction with the foil, e.g. in
the present ca«e the binary encounter electrons will have
an energy of around 4 keV. As the spectrometer entrance
slit is quite close to the ion beam it is conceivable that
electrons could hit the slit assembly and generate X-rays.
We tested this by diverting such electrons away from the
slits using a magnetic field, provided by magnets posi-
tioned outside of the vacuum chamber. The orientation was
adjusted to give the best signal-to-noise ratio in the spec-
Ira. The field at the slit position was approximately 6 G.

3. Results and analysis

3.1. Na-like NbJUt

The beam-foil spectra of Nb showed the 3 s : S , / , -
3 p 2 P , / 2 J / 2 resonance doublet, at 135.14 A and 182.77 A,
as well as the 3 p 2 P I / : - j / 2 - 3 d 2 D V 2 i 5 / 2 lines at 109.57 A
and 131.69 A. The wavelengths quoted here were taken
from the work by Reader et al. [16] who used laser-pro-
aucci.1 plasmas. A section of the spectrum is shown in Fig.
1. The decay curves of the four Nb-1"* lines were mea-
sured carefully. Examples of decay curves are shown in
Fig. 2. As demonstrated earlier [1-6] cascading from 3d
levels to 3p levels must be corrected for, to avoid system-
atic errors in the 3p lifetime values. This was accom-
plished by using the ANDC method of Curtis et al. [17]
which is based on joint analyses of the decay curve of the
primary level (the lifetime of which is to be determined)

c 10'

3 2r
r l /2

w
"5/2

0 1 4 6 B 10 12 0 2 4 6 8 10 12
Distance (mm) Distance (mm)

Fig. 2. (a) Decay curve of the 3 p " P l / : level and its primary cascading level. 3d : D , / ; (b) Same as (a), f or3p*P , / : a n d 3 d " D v , .

I. FUNDAMENTAL ASPECTS
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190

183 MeV
Delayed spectrum

200 205

Wavelength |A)

Fig. 3. Delayed .spectrum for 2 MeV/u Nb inns, recorded al a distance from Ihe toil thai corresponds In 0.5 ns alter excitation The
strongest line is the intercomhination transition in Mg-likc M r 1 " . The origin of the other lines is being studied.

and of (he levels that feed it. In Ihe present work the
ANDC analysis was performed by means of the CANDY
computer code [18].

The lifetime values obtained in this way arc r = 29 ± 2
ps for Ihe 3p"P ( / , level and T = 7 0 ± 5 ps for .ip^P^-,.
These data are in excellent agreement with the theorelical
values 27.18 ps |K). 26.8 ps [10] and 68.77 ps [8], 67.9 ps
[10]. The 3 p : l ' v , level is particularly sensitive to cascad-
ing effects (largely from 3d"D 5 / , which has a theorelical
lifetime of 25.88 ps [8J, and thus very close to thai of
3 p : P v ; . By only performing a multi-exponential fit of Ihe
decay curve (instead of an ANDC analysis) an erroneous
3p "I*(/2 lifetime of about 40 ps was obtained in this case.

On Ihe other hand, for the 3p*P, / ; level ANDC and
curve-fil methods gave similar values.

3.2. Mg-likc Nlr"'

Because of lheir comparatively long lifetimes the inter-
combination lines are often weak features in complex
spectra or even masked by stronger, allowed transitions.
One of the unique properties of the beam-foil method is
thai time-delayed spectra (recorded at u certain distance
downstream from Ihe foil) can be obtained [1')]. This
feature can be used to enhance lines from long-lived
levels. We used this properly lo identify the 3s : ' s , , -

100OO

1 2 3 4 5
Time after excitation (ns)

I'ig. 4. Decay curves for the 3s :'Sn—3s3p'P, transition in Nb ; "' (I17.6K A). Curve (a) shows Ihe intensity decay of prompt background
near Ihe foil, recorded ill position wlicre mi spectral lines were observed. Curves (b) and (c) are taken from lifetime measurement without (it
with the external magnetic field, respectively. In Ihe latter case ihe background is reduced to practically the detector noise.
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3s3p'P, line in Nb : " ' at I97.6K A |2O,2I], A delayed Nb
spectrum is shown in Fig. 3 where the strongest line is the
inlercombinalion line in Mg-likc Nh. Analyses are in
progress to explain the origin of Ihe weaker lines in Fig. 3.

Dtv:i\ tunes of the 3s3p P, level in Nb : ' " are shown
in Fig. 4. Here Ihe characteristic prompt decay very close
to the foil can be observed. The slowly decaying back-
ground far from the foil is also noticable. together wilh its
significant reduction by Ihe Ihe applied weak magnelic
field. After subtraction of detector background the remain-
ing decay curve is a single exponential, as expected. (The
higher levels feeding 3s3p' P, have very short lifetimes).
However, our preliminary value of Ihe 3s3p 'P, lifetime is
about 20% shorter than Ihe theoretical values of 623 ps.
obtained by Huang and Johnson |22], It may appear un-
likely thai such a difference could be caused by theoretical
shortcomings, especially because theory has been con-
firmed for other Mg-likc ions, up to Br1 '1 [11,22], We
have now been studying other factors which could account
for the comparatively short experimental lifetime. Thus, a
number of experimental effects have been considered,
including ion beam divergence, normalization problems
and line blends. However, numerical estimates and control
experiments indicate that all these possible effects arc
fairly insignificant. On the theoretical side we have paid
attenlion to hyperfine effects. Thus, '"Nb has a nuclear
spin of / = 3 and this fact may enhance the mixing of
3s3p P, level with other levels which have short lifetimes,
thereby leading to a shortening of Ihe 3.s3p'P, lifetime.
For Mg-likc ions hyperfine interaction between Ihe levels
3s3p'P,. 3s3pIP l l. and 3s3p3P, has been theoretically
studied by Marques el al. {23] who have found thai only
Ihe '[ '„ lifetime is significantly affected by hyperfine-in-
duced quenching, however.

To further study this problem we have made introduc-
tory measurements of the decay of the 3s : 'S(,-3s3p 'P,
line (205.42 A) for Mg-like Z r : * \ Two isotopes were
studied. ""Zr (/ = l» and '"Zr ( / = -,)• The preliminary
results indicate that for MZr there is a similar difference as
in Ihe Nb case, but additional measurements are needed
before more definite conclusions can be drawn. However,
il would be surprising if the hyperfine effects were large
enough to explain the present discrepancy.

4. Concluding remarks

We have measured the lifetimes of the two 3p"P levels
in Na-like Nb1" ' using 183 MeV ions. The decay curves
were analyzed with Ihe ANDC/CANDY method which
yielded lifetimes that are in good agreement with recent
Iheorelical values. In the case of the 3s3p' P, level in
Mg-like Nb :"" our preliminary decay time is significantly
shorter than the theoretical value. Among plausible expla-
nations of this effect we have considered a number of
possible experimental shortcomings as well as hyperfine

effects on Ihe theoretical side. To obtain experimental
estimates of the Inner, lifetime studies have been extended
to Mg-like Zr ; "* . using two isotopes '"'Zr and "Zr which
have nuclear spins of / = (I and ?. respectively. Work has
also heen extended to Al-like and Si-like inns where
several intercombination lines will be studied.
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Abstract

A standard feature in ion-target collisions is the
production of so-called cusp-electrons, (i.e. electrons
which move at the beam velocity). In particular such
electrons are produced in slow ion-atom collisions.
In this paper we show an un-expected dependence of
the cusp yield on the target gas pressure. This
dependence (lower yield for higher pressure) is
explained using a simple 2 parameter model.

Introduction.

In a series of recent experiments [1, 2] the question
of cusp-electron production in slow ion-
atomcollisions has been addressed. The results of
these works showed that these low energy electrons
were to high probability produced in collisions
where 2 target electrons were involved. It is
conceivable that these electrons are produced by a
similar mechanism to that producing highly
asymmetric bound states as observed by Stolterhoft
et al. [3]. The collision system studied in [3] was that
of 60 keV O6 + + He. The meaning of asymmetric
states are those where 2 electrons are captured to the
projectile into configurations nl.nT where nl « nT.
In [3] configurations such as 2pnl with n < 12 (and
possibly beyond, i.e. towards the series limit) were
observed. These observations were made using
electron spectroscopy and hence the 1 structure was
not resolved for the high n states. However, photon
spectroscopy [4] has shown population of Yrast
levels (i.e. maximum 1 for a given n). In this paper

we discuss the behaviour of the cusp-electron
production yield as a function of the target gas
pressure. The data to be discussed here are obtained
for a beam of 90 keV Kr9+ ions colliding on He.

Experiment.

The experimental data this model has been
developed to explain were obtained at the LBL ECR
ion source. The beam-lines for atomic physics have
been described in earlijr papers [5,6]. The important
aspects for the data to be discussed here are a highly
collimated beam of highly charged ions (e.g. 10
keV/qKri+.).These beams are directed through a 10
cm long gas cell filled with He target gas. The
electrons produced by the interaction of the
projectile ions with the target atoms (either Auger
or cusp) were energy analyzed using a 2 stage
(tandem) electron spectrometer [7]. The time spent
collecting data at each electron energy was
normalized to collected beam charge. The target
pressure was measured and kept stable using an
automatic leak valve and a capacitance manometer
system. Typical background pressures in the target
chamber were about 3.10"7 Torr. Beam-line
pressures were in the range of 0.10"" Torr. As
mentioned above the ion beam was highly collimated
to reduce background electron rates to minimal
levels. The data displayed in fig. 1 has been
transformed into the laboratory frame.

Fig. 1. 90 keV Kr9+colliding
on He. Note the inten-
sities are normalised to
0.1 mtorr.
(a) 0.4 mtorr
(b) 0.24 mtorr
(c)0.1 mtorr

Electron energy (CM. frame)



Data.

Electron spectra were recorded for 10 keV/q Kr9+ +
He collisions at a number of target cell pressures (1-
6 mtorr). The Auger part of the spectra were
analyzed and found to originate from the decay of
3d94snl states [8J. The analysis of the spectra
followed a similar path to that presented in [9] for 10
keV/q Ar9+ + He collisions.The interesting point
with the Kr data is that the yield in the Auger part of
the spectra increases linearly with target pressure
whereas that of the cusp yield actually decreases.
This is illustrated in fig. 1 where electron spectra of
90 keV Kr9+ + He collisions are shown normalized
to a fixed pressure (1 mtorr). The intensity linearity
in the high energy part of the spectra indicate that
single collision conditions are observed, at least for
the production of 3d94snl.

Model for low energy electrons.

The work on O6 + + He collisions by Stolterfoht et al
[3] showed double electron capture to 2pnl (n » 2)
states. However there is no reason why the nl
electron could not be a very high lying state or even
in a continuum state of the ion. The electron in such
a high n state would then appear as a "free" electron
to the electron analyzer, eilher by being "quasi-free"
or if bound in a high n state being ripped away from
the ion by the field of the electron analyser. The
production cross-section for such an electron can be
taken as < the total double electron capture cross-
section. Such cross-sections are on the order of I0"'6

cm2. However the radial position of such an electron
would be (on the average) far from the nucleus. The
minimum size of such an ion could be taken from the
radius of an ion where n is large enough such that the

electron could be ionized by the effective kinetic
energy involved in the collision, (around n = 40 in
this case). The effective kinetic energy is the energy
of an electron moving at the velocity of the projectile
ions. This could then be used as a cross-section for
removal of electrons from the cusp. Removal of cusp
electrons could occur by changing the momentum
distribution to a more isotopic one in a 2nd collision.

It is then possible to write the probability of
detecting a cusp electron as:

where: Pobs = detection probability
Pc = creation probability
Pd = destruction probability

If the target properties are then expressed as a
column density:

i.e. D = N,xl

with Nt = number of target atoms/cm3

1 = target length (10 cm)

Pobs = D.a c ( l -D.a d )

a d = destruction cross-section

It is immediately obvious that the probability for
detecting a cusp electron should depend on the
pressure in a quadratic way. In fig. 2 we show
expected cusp yields as a function of target pressure.

• ^ 0 000

-0 001

(c) / " ^____Jb)

\(o)
\

1 1 _i 1

F'S- 2. Pobs v+s target
pressure for
ac= 10-|6cm2and:
(a)ad=10-l4cm2

(b)ad = 5xl0-'5cm2

(c)ad= 10-'5cm2

t a rge t p ressure , intoiT



These plots are generated using reasonable cross-
sections of CTC = IO- | 6 cm 2 and(a)a d = 10-'5cm2, (b)
S.IO-15cm2 and (c) 10'l4cm2. These destruction
cross-sections are much smaller than the geometric
size of the high n ion. In fact for the n = 40, high 1
electron the Kr nucleus would be well Yielded by
the remaining 28 electrons, i.e. the effective charge
would be 8. This would lead to an orbital radius of
around 10 nm and consequently a geometrical cross-
section of 3.10"12 cm2. Such a large cross-section
would appear to be unreasonable and lead to
destruction of the cusp at very low pressures (e.g.
10'3 mtorr). If the shape of the yield vrs pressure
could be determined then a value for an "average"
destruction cross-section could be obtained. Our data
would indicate that this should be in the 10'15 -
10' l4cm2 range.
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Abstract

Photon emission following slow ion-atom collisions has been observed lor the collision system

He^+ + He. The energy of the incoming beam of helium ions was varied between 10 keV and 35

keV, in steps of 5 keV. In particular, the velocity dependent relative photon emission cross-

sections for the ls^ ' S Q - Isnp 'P j ( n < 4) resonance series in neutral helium are reported and

compared with theoretical results. The work has been performed at the Uppsala University ECR

ion source facility for atomic physics.



1. Introduction

The He 2 + + He collision system is one of the simplest where two-electron effects can be studied.

No simple model exists that fully explains the interactions in this system. In a recent theoretical

study ( Fritsch 1994 ) the different channels in slow He 2 + + He collisions were discussed. One

general feature mentioned is that for He 2 + beam energies below 40 keV, two-electron transfer is

believed to dominate while at higher energies the major process is single electron transfer.

However, the largest fraction, of the low energy total cross-section for electron exchange, is

associated with two-electron transfer to the ground state ( Gramlich et al 1989 ). Single electron

capture and transfer excitation have been extensively studied experimentally ( Folkerts et al 1994

.Folkerts et al 1993 ). Using photon emission spectroscopy and a novel decomposition technique,

to resolve the 31 - 41 transitions in He II, the velocity dependent single electron capture cross-

sections to the individual n=4 levels were deduced, for low energy the cross-section for single

electron capture and transfer excitation were found to be comparable in size. Single electron

capture, in the 250 keV He 2 + + He collision system, has also been studied with cold target recoil

ion momentum spectroscopy ( Ullrich et al 1994 ). This method does not yet resolve individual I-

levels but has the advantage of detecting population of levels that do not decay by photon

emission.

For photon spectroscopy a collision system containing no more than two electrons is

advantageous, since it simplifies the analysis by keeping the number of possible channels, leading

to each final state, low. However, the He^+ + He collision system has one disadvantage. Due to

the symmetry of this system, two different processes can result in excited neutral helium, double

electron capture

H e 2 +
p + He,-> He*p + He 2 + , (I)

and target excitation



H e , - > H e 2 +
p + He*t. (2)

In the above equations, (1-2), p and t are used to distinguish between projectile and target and *

is used to denote an excited atom. In a recent experiment ( Nystrb'm et al 1995 ) the relative

photon emission cross-sections for double electron capture / target excitation in He 2 + + He were

measured at an impact energy of 20 keV. This work did not resolve the two processes and the

results were attributed with rather large error estimates. However, relative emission cross-sections

were measured for the Isnp ' P | levels, n < 5. Apart from the fundamental interest, this collision

system is also of importance to applied fusion research. Since neutral helium beam heating of

large tokamaks is a proposed standard procedure, a detailed understanding of these processes is

needed for plasma diagnostics ( von Hellermann et al 1994, Hoekstra 1994 ).

In this paper we present experimental data for He 1 , Is2 'Srj-lsnp ' P | , transitions observed in

He 2 + collisions with neutral He atoms. From the observed He I transitions, relative photon

emission cross-sections are deduced. From here on the notation nl " + ' L j refers to the

measurement whereas nl refer to the calculated values, unless explicitly stated otherwise.

2. Experiment

The helium ions are produced by the ECR ion source installed at Uppsala University ( Vogel

1990 ). The extraction voltage used in this experiment is varied between 5 kV and 17.5 kV in

steps of 2.5 kV, resulting in doubly charged ions with an energy of 10 keV to 35 keV. These

beams are analysed by a 90 degree bending magnet and electrostatically directed into the

differentially pumped target chamber, where a gas cell is used as target. The pressure inside the

target cell cannot be directly measured. Typical pressure in the target chamber outside the cell is

6 x 10'* mbar. From conductance calculations ( Arnessen 1994 ) the pressure inside the cell is

estimated to be 13 times the chamber pressure, typically 8 x 10'^ mbar. The background pressure

measured in the beam line 1.5 m upstream, with gas load from the target, is 5 x 10"^ mbar.

Without gas load the residual gas pressure in the system is typically 8 x 10 '^ mbar.



The spectroscopic instrument used in this work is a I m evacunted Hilger & Watts

monochromator, equipped with a 1200 I mm'' grating blazed for maximum efficiency around

750 A and a channel electron multiplier for photon detection. The spectrometer is mounted at 90°

with respect to the beam. This makes it impossible to separate whether the measured lines

originate from excited target atoms or neutralised projectile ions. The slit width used is 125 \im

giving a line width of about I A. The beam currents in this experiment differed between 25 U.A

and 50 \xA for different extraction voltage and beam optics settings.

The principal aim of this work is to study double electron capture / target excitation in the He"+

+ He collision system. The Is^ ' S Q - Isnp ' P | resonance series in He I falls between 505 A and

584 A ( Kelly 1987 ). The He 2 + ion has a q/m ratio of 1/2, thus possible candidates for

contaminating ions produced in the source are H2+ and heavier fully stripped elements. However,

there is no observable H component in the beam when running helium. We therefore conclude,

that there is very little or no H2+ contamination. Furthermore with the ECR optimised for He**+

there are no traces of fully stripped heavier elements, C, N, O. Spectra when He-+ collide with

He are recorded at six different energies between 10 keV and 35 keV. In all these recordings the

neutral helium transitions Is2 ' S Q - Isnp ' P | are observed for n < 4. Figure I shows a typical

spectrum taken at 20 keV, where the three lines are marked. Note that the x-axis is cut in the

middle due to the large intensity difference for the different transitions. Peak positions and

intensities of the transitions were determined by fitting gaussian profiles to the measured data. In

these spectra some very weak features appear that might be attributed to transitions in the

residual gas atoms / molecules, oxygen and nitrogen. However, considering that the beam line

from the electro static switch chamber to the target is a 150 cm column of residual gas at 8 x 10 "

^ inbar and the total cross-section for He 2 + capturing one or two electrons from the residual gas

is less then 2.5 x 10 " '5 cm* ( Shaw and Gilbody 1974 ), less than 1% of the incoming ions are

expected to be affected by charge changing events outside the target chamber due to the residual

gas.



3. Analysis

The intensity, I, of a particular transition, of wavelength A., can be expressed as

(3)

where r| is the efficiency of the detecting system, BR the branching ratio for the transition, P# the

number of incoming particles, o e m the emission cross-section and p, / represent the density and

length of the target. This expression is valid if the time window for detecting the photons is long

enough for all the excited states to decay within the field of view and if the conditions for single

collisions are fulfilled.

Figure 2 shows the lowest singlet levels ( Moore 1971 ) in He I, fully drawn lines shows the

measured transitions, dashed lines possible cascades. The lifetimes and branching ratios noted in

the figure are calculated values ( Wiese et al 1966 ).

With the present set up we observe the collision region through a central 8 mm window in the 50

mm long gas target. This corresponds to a 12 ns time window for a 10 keV beam and 6 ns for a

35 keV He^+ be;im. By integration we can estimate the fraction of the excited states created in

the target cell that decay within the observed window. This fraction becomes a function of

velocity and initial state lifetime. If these fractions are normalised to the value for a stationary

excited state, an atom moving at such low velocity that it does not move either in nor out of the

field of view during the lifetime of the excited state, we get the relative weights, RW, presented in

figure 3. If these weights are used the intensity equation above becomes

I(X) = t| • RW(v, T ) • BR(X) • P # • o e m(v) • p • / (4)

and is an approximation of (3) that is valid even if the initial state lifetime is longer than the

observed time window.



The above equations indicate that under single collision conditions, line intensities are linear

with target pressure. To check this experimentally three spectral recordings were made tor which

the target pressures were estimated to be 2, 4 and 8 x IO'4 mbar, respectively. The intensities of

the Is^ ' S Q - Is2p ' P | and Is** ' S Q - Is3p ' P | lines for the different target pressures is plotted in

figure 4. Straight lines, going through the origin, are fitted to the points. A good fit indicates that

single collision conditions are fulfilled for these pressures. Further, from figure 4 we conclude

that we can neglect radiation trapping. If emitted photons are absorbed by the target atoms the

measured intensity would be depleted according to the Beer - Lambert law (Samson and Weissler

1968 ). If the cross-sections for absorption are large enough to affect the measurement this would

show up as deviations from straight lines in figure 4.

In order to compare intensities at different wavelengths an intensity calibration of the detection

system is carried out by dividing the measured intensities, from a recording of 120 keV Xe ^ + +

He, with the absolute emission cross-sections from ( Druetta and Hitz 1995 ). A second order

polynomial is fitted to the points. The result, IC(X), is plotted in figure 5. The error bars in the

figure are the sum of the statistical measurement errors and the relative errors in the cross-

sections, estimated to be around 10 % ( Druetta 1995 ). The error in the fit is taken as the mean

scattering of the measured points around the fitted function, the external error.

Further, for each point in the different spectra the number of incoming ions and the target

properties are the same. The relative measured emission cross-sections can then be expressed as

a e m (v) = I(v T X) I BR(X) * RW(v t) * IC(X) (5)

Emission cross-sections include every channel in the collision leading to a particular final state.

Partial cross-sections represent one possible channel in the collision. To compare the measured

emission cross-sections with the calculated partial cross-sections ( Fritsch 1994 ), the latter have

to be converted to emission cross-:;ections, all the partial channels are added together for each



final state. We do this for Is2p and Is3p, allowing cascades from Is3s and Is3d, where the

cascades are weighted with branching ratios and relative weight. The measured values arc

normalised to the theoretical value in one point, an interpolated value for Is2p at 20 keV, figure

6. In figure 6 the magnitude of the measured relative emission cross-sections depends on the

normalisation, thus when comparing theoretical and experimental values, we are restricted to

look at the evolution of each emission cross-section with energy and the relation between the

different emission cross-sections for each energy. The measured values are also presented in table

I, where they are normalised to the value for Is2p ' P | at 20 keV. Another way of examining this

data is to compare the 2p/3p ratio, figure 7, for the calculated and experimental emission cross-

sections. This shows the 2p cross-sections relative to the 3p cross-sections, we can compare both

magnitude and evolution with energy for the theoretical and experimental values, but we cannot

distinguish whether any deviations are caused in the nominator or the denominator.

4. Results

There is good agreement between measured relative emission cross-sections and the calculated

emission cross-sections, figure 6. For Is2p 'Pj the cross-section increases as the energy

increases, the theoretical and the experimental cross-sections follow each other up to 25 keV,

above that energy the theoretical values increase slightly more than the measured values as the

energy increases. For Is3p ' P | we see a broad structure with a maximum around 20 - 25 keV.

Further for Is4p ' P | where there are no theoretical values to compare with, we see a structure

which has a minimum around 20 keV. In the ratio plot, figure 7, the measured values show a

structure that decreases slightly up to 25 keV and then increases. For low energy the agreement is

good between theory and experiment but when the energy increases above 20 keV, the plot

indicates that theory either overestimates 2p emission cross-sections, or slightly underestimates

the values for 3p. This discrepancy between theory and experiment might be caused by the lack of

theoretical data for n=4. Even though the estimated branching ratios for these upper levels are

larger to Is2p than to Is3p, figure 2, a small amount of cascading would have a bigger relative



effect on the Is3p emission cross-section and thus decrease the 2p / 3p ratio, figure 7, since the 2p

emission cross-section is 10 to 20 times bigger than the value for 3p.

So far the error estimates only include statistical errors. There are a number of possible

systematic error sources that could affect the measured relative emission cross-sections as well. In

our experiment we measure relative numbers, thus we are interested in the relative systematic

error estimates. The relative error is then the variation of the systematic error estimate when one

parameter is varied. In this experiment we have two important parameters, collision energy and

transition wavelength. Anisotropy of the emitted radiation depends on the distribution of

population over the magnetic sub-stales, mj. For intensity measurements perpendicular to the

beam this error estimate has an upper limit of 33 % ( Dijkkamp et al 1985 ). The relative error as

a function of wavelength is then the variation of the sub-level population for the 3 different upper

levels at each collision energy. Since we are only concerned with the singlet system, figure 2, we

believe this effect to be small. The velocity dependent relative error is then how the distribution of

populated sub-levels, for each upper level, varies with the collision energy. From measured

anisotropy in double electron capture, in 3 electron systems, ( Prior et al 1993 ) we can see that

this does not vary that much with collision energy. In similar work ( Folkerts et al 1994,

Dijkkamp et al 1985 ) on absolute cross-sections the estimated error attributed to anisotropy of

emitted radiation are within 10 %. We take this value as an estimated upper limit for this error on

our measured relative emission cross-sections. We believe that polarisation dependent detector

efficiency is independent of the wavelength of the incoming light and as such does not attribute to

the relative error of the measurement. Double collisions, beam contamination, residual gas

collisions and radiation trapping are discussed earlier.

5. Summary

We show results of photon emission from Hê "1" + He collisions. The derived relative emission

cross-sections agree well with theoretical calculations. However, for energies above 25 keV there

are some minor deviations between theoretical and experimental values. These discrepancies



might be attributed to the fact that for n > 4 there are no theoretical cross-sections to use in the

comparison with the experimental values, figure 6 and 7.

6. Outlook

These results merit more experimental work for this collision system, to bring the error estimates

down and to resolve the two processes, double electron capture and target excitation. At present,

the experimental set-up does not allow spectra to be recorded at any other angle then

perpendicular to the ion beam. A new target chamber, under construction, should solve this

problem. Mounting the spectrometer at 45 ° with respect to the beam, will bring down the relative

error from anisotropy. Further, this will introduce a doppler shift 51 = X (v/c) cos(8), which can

be used to resolve the two processes, double electron capture and target excitation. More work is

needed on the intensity calibration in order to decrease the error estimates attributed to that.
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Figure Captions

Figure 1. Typical spectra of He- + + He. taken at 20 keV and an estimated target pressure of 8 x

1()"4 mbar. The fully drawn lines are guussian functions fitted to the data.

Figure 2. The lowest singlet levels in He I ( Moore 1971 ). The number above each level is the

estimated lifetime in ns ( Wiese et al 1966 ). Fully drawn lines between levels are measured

transitions, dashed lines possible cascades. The numbers along the transitions are calculated

branching ratios ( Wiese et al 1966 ).

Figure 3. The calculated fraction of the excited states, created in the target cell, that decay in the

observation window, normalised to the fraction for a stationary excited state. The different circles

represent initial state lifetimes, I ns, 15 ns, 37 ns, 55 ns and 90 ns.

Figure 4. Measured intensity versus estimated target gas pressure for the ls~ ' S Q - Is2p ' P | and

Is** ' S Q - Is3p ' P | lines. The straight lines connecting the data points are fitted through the

origin.

Figure 5. Measured line intensity in 15 keV / q Xe " + + He divided with the corresponding

emission cross-section, circles ( Druetta and Hitz 1995 ). The fully drawn line is a polynomial tit

to the data points.

Figure 6. Comparison of measured relative emission cross-sections, circles, and calculated

emission cross-sections, lines, ( Fritsch 1994 ), Is2p 'P j dotted circles, Is3p ' P | crossed circles,

Is4p 'Pj plus circles.

Figure 7. Comparison of the 2p/3p ratio for the measured relative emission cross-sections, circles,

and calculated emission cross-sections ( Fritsch 1994 ), line.



Table I. Measured relative emission cross-sections. The results are normalised to Is2p ' P | at 20

keV.
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Abstract

We have utilized collision-based spectroscopy to investigate the spectra of Xe V
and Xe VI. The radiation emitted following electron capture by 50 keV Xe5+ and
60 keV Xe6+ ions impinging on a He (Ar) gas target has been recorded in the
350-6000 (1200-2500) A wavelength region. A number of new energy levels of
Xe V and Xe VI have been established from lines identified by us. In particular,
we have observed and identified transitions from the 5s25p4f (5s24f)
configuration of Xe V (Xe VI). The analysis was supported by Hartree-Fock
calculations.

1. Introduction

Collision-based spectroscopy (CBS) [1] is a technique suitable for studies of the
electronic structure of outer shell-excited multiply charged ions. References to
CBS studies of early date are given by Desesquelles et al. [2]. A beam of slow
(collision velocities lower than the velocities of the outer target electrons)
multiply charged ions impinge on a gas target, and the emitted radiation
following the ion-atom collisions is recorded. Excited states are predominantly
produced through electron capture from the target atoms by the projectile ions.
Thus the major contribution to the recorded spectra originate from ion charge
states lower than the projectile charge state. Spectra consisting of typically only
one or two charge states are obtained if the experiments are performed under
single collision conditions, i.e. at a gas pressure sufficiently low to avoid double
collisions. By recording spectra with different projectile charge states, the lines
can in most cases easily be charge-state discriminated. The charge state of a line



can also be deduced from its intensity dependence on the target gas pressure: a
linear (quadratic) dependence is seen for single (double) collision lines.

Excited states are populated in a selective manner through electron
capture. A general result from experiment and theory is the quasi-resonance
condition [3]: only states within a narrow binding energy range are
substantially populated. An important parameter here is the ionization energy,
Ij, of the target atom, T. The higher lj, the lower the excited states of the
projectile that are populated. In the case of single electron capture,

P?+
 + T-*P'«-"+ + r , (1)

the energy (relative to the ground state) of the most populated P*(<H> states is

predicted by the different versions of the classical over-barrier model [4,5] to be

is the impinging projectile and lq.\ is the ionization energy of P ^ K The
possibility of recapture to the target in Niehaus' extended model [5] is not taken
into account. The classical over-barrier model is based on the presumption that
there exist states in the vicinity of the predicted energy, EC£BM. The higher q, the
closer spaced and higher the density of states around EC£BM. Besides that, it is
assumed that the potentials of P<?+ and T+ are hydrogen-like. Thus, the validity
of Eq. 2 becomes better if the electron is captured to a highly excited state and if
the projectile ion, P<?+, has a small core and a high charge, q. It is doubtful
whether the relatively lowly charged xenon ions used in this work satisfy these
criteria. We, however, use the results from the over-barrier model only as a
guide to find what states are populated in the collisions.

The present paper about Xe V and Xe VI is the third report from a program for
spectroscopic investigations of multiply charged xenon ions at the Uppsala
University electron cyclotron resonance (ECR) ion source facility [6]. In the two
previous papers, wavelengths and energy levels of Xe IX [7] and of Xe VII and
Xe VIII [1] were reported. Experimental techniques used in previous
investigations of Xe V and Xe VI by others (see below) include beam-foil
spectroscopy and gas-triggered sparks.

The ground state of tin-like xenon (Xe V) is 5s25p2 3Po- AH levels of the
5s25p2,5s25p5d/ 5s25p6s, and 5s5p3 configurations (except 5s25p5d 3E4) have
been established by Pinnington el al. [8], Tauheed et al. [9] and in references



therein (Fig. 1 and 2). A value for the Xe V ionization energy of 436 700 ± 400
cm"1 is given in Ref. [9]. Recently, several ionic UV-visible Xe lines were
charge-state assigned to Xe V by Duchowicz et al. [10], and Gallardo et al. [11]
obtained nine new energy levels of the 5s25p6p configuration, the first
established energy levels of an even excited configuration. Our work concerns
5s25p5d-5s25p4f and 5s5p3-5s25p4f transitions, establishing ten new levels of
the 5s25p4f configuration and the remaining 3F4 level of 5s25p5d.

Indium-like xenon (Xe VI) has a ground level 5s25p 2Pi/2- No
experimentally determined value of the ionization energy of Xe VI is found in
the literature, but a calculated value of 579 100 cirr1 is given by Cowan [12]. All
levels of the 5s25p, 5s25d, and 5s26s configurations, as well as the 5S5P2 doublet
levels, have been established by Kaufman and Sugar [13] and in references
therein (Fig. 3). Tauheed et al. [14] obtained the remaining 4P levels of the 5s5p2

configuration. We present the first established energy levels of odd excited
Xe VI configurations: the 5s24f 2F levels and the 5s26p 2P3/2 level.

2. Experimental

The experiments are performed at the Uppsala University 6.4 MHz electron
cyclotron resonance (ECR) ion source facility [6,15-17]. The present paper and
Ref. [1], in which a more detailed description of the experiments is given, are
both concerned with results from the same experimental series (Table I). Beams
of lOq keV Xe"?+ ions (i>coii=0.1-0.2 a.u.) are directed through a gas cell, with an
estimated gas pressure of 10'2 mbar. Helium or argon is continuously fed into
the gas cell. The ion currents after the passage through the cell are typically 1-2
uA. The emitted radiation following the ion-atom collisions in the cell is
detected perpendicular to the ion beam by either an evacuated 1 metre normal
incidence spectrometer or a 1 metre normal incidence air spectrometer. A
channeltron or one of two photomultiplier tubes is used as the detector. In total,
four different projectile charge states have been used, Xe^-Xe8*. The results
presented in this work are obtained from spectra recorded using only Xe^+ and
Xe6+.

The widths of the Gaussian-shaped lines (Table I) are determined by
the spectrometer slit widths. The number of counts in the central channel of a
line minus the background is taken as the intensity. Known wavelengths of
lines present in the spectra are used for calibration of the wavelength scale. A
special procedure [1] is used to calibrate the wavelength scale above 2000 A,



where the knowledge of transitions in the studied spectra is poor. Estimated
accuracies of the final wavelengths are given in Table I.

3. Spectral analysis

The experimental data are compared with wavelengths and other properties
calculated by Cowan's Hartree-Fock programs (HFR) [12,18]. 18 (23)
configurations are included in the HFR calculations of Xe V (Xe VI). To obtain
more accurate predictions of wavelengths, we make use of the option in the
HFR programs that radial integrals can be scaled. The scaling factors are
optimized in a trial-and-error procedure for a good agreement between
calculated and known wavelengths. For Xe V, the R^ integrals are scaled to
70 %, and the Fk and Gk integrals to 80 %. All radial electrostatic integrals are
scaled to 80 % for Xe VI. The radial spin-orbit integrals are used unsealed for
bothXeVandXeVI.

Excited states are populated directly in the collisions or through
cascading. It is most likely that singly excited states—or multiply excited states
substantially mixed with a singly excited state—are populated directly in
processes which involve transfer of a single electron from the atom to the ion.
As explained below, valuable information can in different ways be gained from
observed relations between line intensities. For several reasons—line blends,
unknown wavelength dependence of the detection efficiency, large intensity
uncertainties of weak lines, etc.—the analysis must be undertaken with great
care.

(i) Variation in a for a specific line

Lines present in q=6 (Xe6* as projectile) spectra and missing in q=5 spectra are
tentatively attributed to Xe VI transitions. For Xe V, a charge discrimination in
this way is impossible since no q=4 spectra are recorded. Anyhow, the known
Xe IV transitions observed with Xe5+ as projectile give rise to only faint spectral

features.

(ii) Variation in T for a specific line

In the spectral region where both T=He (He as target) and T=Ar data are
available, the ratios between the T=He and T=Ar intensities of the same line,
fy,He,Ar/ a r e used to discriminate transitions from the same upper level.
Further, observed fy,He,Ar ratios are in most cases also similar for transitions
originating from energy levels of the same configuration. It is emphasized that



the values of the i?<;,He,Ar ratios are on an arbitrary scale, since intensities from
two different experimental series are not comparable between themselves. In
other words: a ratio larger than one does not necessarily imply that the upper
level is more populated by He than by Ar.

(in) Relative intensities between different lines

Though the spectral response curve is an unknown function in all of the
experimental series, it is—especially within a single spectrum—useful to
compare relative intensities of different lines with calculations. Neglecting the
detection efficiency dependence on wavelength, it is clear that the ratio
between the recorded line intensity, /, and the branching ratio, b, should be
approximately equal for all transitions from the same upper level. To compare
transitions from different levels is more difficult, and a rather extensive
reasoning is required to explain the procedure in this case. Consider an ideal
gas cell with a homogenous atomic density p within the cell and zero density
outside of it. Under single collision conditions the ion current, S, is
approximately constant. The levels are fed by direct electron capture and
cascading from upper levels, and they are depopulated by radiative decay.
Starting from zero at the cell entrance, the level populations increase with
distance until the feed and loss rates are balanced (see App. A), i.e. when
equilibrium is reached. A condition for equilibrium to be reached in the
observation region is that the lifetimes of the level under study and the
cascading levels are considerably shorter than the time-of-flight from the
entrance of the gas target cell to the observation region. In our case the time-of-
flight, ~10~7 s, is sufficiently long to fulfil this requirement. It can be shown
(eq. (A5)) that the total rate of emitted photons from a specific transition in the
observation region is

n = Lobs—paMb<*oimclb (3)

at equilibrium, where Lobs is the length of the observed beam path, q the
projectile charge, e the elementary charge, and Oieve] the cross-section for direct
(electron capture) and indirect (cascading) population of ions in the upper
energy level. All quantities in (3) except o"]CVe] and b are transition-independent.
Using /<*n-7j(A)—where r/(A> accounts for the wavelength-dependence of the
detection efficiency—eq. 3 can be rewritten as

c v c i b , (4)



where k is a transition-independent constant. Finally, replacing oievei by the
average cross-section for direct and indirect population of a specific state, astate/
times the statistical weight of the level, g=2]+l, we arrive at

(5)

From this, the experimental intensities are appropriately compared with HFR-
calculated weighted branching ratios, gb, since the I/gb ratio is proportional to
the state-specific cross-section (if the wavelength-dependence of the detection
efficiency can be neglected). The main idea is that ostate often is of similar size
for states belonging to the same configuration, whereas it can be very different
for states of different configurations, explained by the selective nature of the
electron transfer process. In spite of all assumptions and simplifications in the
derivation of eq. (5), it turns out from experiment that I/gb ratios are useful for
discriminating transitions originating from the same configuration. If gA values
are used instead of gb, as in Ref. [1], the intensity expression becomes
dependent on the level lifetime, t,

(6)

which is a complicating factor when transitions from levels with lifetimes of
different magnitudes are compared.

4. Results and discussion

4.1. Xe V—results from <j=5 spectra

Many unknown <j=5 lines are assigned to Xe V transitions from 5s25p4f
(Table II), out of which ten new 5s25p4f levels as well as the metastable 5s25p5d
3F4 level are derived (Table III). A first support for these line classifications is
the good agreement with the HFR-wavelengths—all observed transition
energies are displaced from the HFR-calculated values by similar amounts.
Because of the difficulties mentioned in Sect. 3, we do not want to go too far in
the comparison of experimental and theoretical intensities. Nevertheless, most
of the lines within the individual experimental series (II and III) show k,He/gb
ratios of the same size order. Large deviations can e.g. be explained by large
uncertainties of low-intensity lines, difficulties to calculate small branching



ratios, or a general shift for a particular level (the 1496.6 and 1921.5 A lines). As
a general trend the ratio varies rather smoothly with wavelength, which in
principle should reflect the spectral response curve.

Next we consider single electron capture in the Xe5+-He collision
system, noting that the over-barrier predicted energy (eq. (1)) of the capture
states of Xe4+ is 93 300 cm"1, which is in an energy gap between the ground
configuration, 5s25p2, and the excited configurations (Fig. 1). Thus the T=He
spectra should be dominated by transitions from relatively lowly excited states.
The observed unknown T=He lines do not fit in with transitions from the three
lowest configurations—5s25p5d, 5s25p6s, and 5S5P3. However, we are able to
explain all of the strongest lines in the T=He spectra by transitions from the
next higher configuration, 5s25p4f. In fact, the 1570-6000 A range is for T=He
dominated by transitions from 5s25p4f, since the wavelengths of all transitions
from 5s25p5d, 5s25p6s, and 5s5p3 are shorter than 1570 A (Figs. 4 and 5).

The Rq,He,Ar ratios of the classified lines (Table II) are—except in one
case—larger than 1, indicating that they could have the same configuration as
origin. In addition to the lines with Rq,He,Ar>l/ several of the unknown, not
tabulated <j=5 lines have ratios smaller than 1. Unfortunately, we cannot see
how these lines could fit in with a consistent pattern. We conceive that they
originate from higher excited configurations than 5s25p4f, or possibly from a
lower charge state than Xe V. One example of a line with a small ratio is the
dominant line at 1275 A in the Xe^-Ar spectrum (Fig. 5).

Duchowicz et al. [10] have charge-state assigned 19 UV-visible lines
which show high optical gain and appear in photon emission spectra from
dense xenon plasma. Several of the lines which were assigned to Xe V—of
which we observe 3—have wavelengths consistent with 5s25p5d-5s25p4f
transitions, supporting the classifications in Table IV. HFR-calculated lifetimes
of the 5s5p3,5s25p5d, and 5s25p4f configurations are given in Table V. We also
believe that the 3645.48 A line assigned to Xe VII by Duchowicz et al. [10] is the
5p2 3P2-5s4f !F3 transition of Xe VII [1]. The observed preferential population
of singly excited 4f configurations of Xe V and Xe VII in Xe5+-He and Xe7+-He
collisions suggests that electron capture could be a suitable mechanism for
creating inverted populations in a xenon plasma.

4.2. Xe VI—results from q=5 and q=6 spectra

The Xe VI results exemplify better than Xe V the use of the different ratios

discussed in Sect. 3, since transitions from two different configurations are

classified (Table VI). There are striking differences both in i?6,He,Ar and k,Hc/gb



between the 5s26s 2Si/2-5s26p 2P3/2 line and the group of lines from 5s24f in
the experimental series II. Except for the line at 1285.5 A, the intensities of the
5s24f transitions in this experimental series agree well between themselves.

Almost all identified lines of Xe VI (both untabulated previously known
lines and the 5s26s 2Si/2-5s26p 2P3/2 line in Table VI) with reasonable
intensities are correctly charge-state assigned through the procedure described
in Sect. 3. However, using He as the target, the lines originating from the 5s24f
levels (Table VI) are not only present in the 17=6 spectra, but also in the spectra
with Xe5+ as projectile (Fig. 4). This deviation from the expected (/-dependence
indicates that electron capture cannot in this case be regarded as the only
important inelastic collision process generating photons. Possibly the projectile
is excited in the collision without transfer of electrons, but to be able to state
anything definite about the mechanism, the line intensity dependencies on the
target gas pressure must be investigated. Anyhow, the charge-state
discrimination of the discussed 5s24f lines is uncomplicated because their line
intensities are much larger in the Xe6+-He spectra than in the Xe5+-He spectra,
and the ^-dependence of the line intensities is as expected when using Ar as the
target—the lines are visible fonj=6 and missing for q=5.

The over-barrier prediction for Xe6+-He is not far from the obtained
5s24f energies (Fig. 3), explaining the complete dominance of 5s5p2-5s24f
transitions in a wide spectral range for T=He. In the case of Xe6+-Ar collisions,
the energy prediction from the classical over-barrier model is far above the
highest established energy levels (Fig. 3, Table VII). The strongest observed
Xe VI lines in the T=Ar spectra are transitions of the 5s5p2-5s24f array and the
5s26s 2Si/2-5s26p 2P3/2 transition classified by us (Table VI). Probably the
emitted radiation from the states directly populated in the Xe6+-Ar collisions
fall outside the recorded wavelength range, 1200-2500 A.

5. Conclusions

We have classified 46 lines and established 14 new energy levels of Xe V and
Xe VI. Some of the Xe V lines—which are of interest for laser physics—are
obtained from the literature. Results from analysis in progress of recent
experimental data will be published in forthcoming papers. The wavelength
range using argon as the target is extended, and the photon emission following
xenon ions impinging on a recently installed sodium target is also recorded.

8



The low ionization potential of sodium facilitates studies of higher excited
states. In particular, we focus our interest on Rydberg states of Xe Vl-Xe VIII.
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Table I. Experimental conditions and related data for the experimental series.

Seriesa

Target

Spectral range A

proj. Xe6+

proj. Xe5+

Spectrometer

Detector

Grating grooves/mm

blaze A

Slit width pm

Peak width A

Step length A

Time/channel s

Accuracy11 A

I

He

350-1250

450-1250

VUVb

channeltrond

1200

700

200

3

0.5

10

0.5

II

He

1150-2400

1100-2500

VUVb

solar blind PMT0

1200

1500

200

3

0.5

10

0.5

III

He

2000-6000

2000-6000

VISC

PMTf

1200

g

500

8

1.0

10

1.0

V

Ar

1200-2500

1200-2500

VUVb

solar blind PMT2

1200

1500

200

3

0.5

10

0.5

a The series numbering is the same as in the preceding article on the spectra of Xe VII and Xe VHI [1]. The only

projectile used in series IV is Xe 7 + , thus the column for this series is missing in the present table

b Hilger & Watts E377, one metre normal incidence vacuum monochromator

c Czerny-Turner HR.1000, one metre normal incidence air monochromator

d Galileo partly coated with Csl

e Hamamatsu R1220 photomultiplier tube

* Hamamatsu R943-02 photomultiplier tube

8 No documentation

h Estimated experimental accuracy from comparison with known wavelengths of Xe V-Xe VIII and from

deviations between different spectra



Table II. Classified lines of the Xe V spectrum.
Series

I

II

n
n,v
II, V

II, V

II, V

n,v
II, V

II, V

n, v
II, V

n, v
II, V

n,v
II, V

II, V

II, V

II, V

II, V

n,v

m
in
m
m
m
m
in
m

m
in
m

/5,Hca

58

45

52
113

109

16

133

30

21

141

12

31

44

10

19

25

17

156

13

51

129g

53

34

53

175

2267

136

44

501g-h

942h

30

366h

/ 5 A r a

23

21

-

17

5

-

12

-

20

-

15

16

-

10

18

-

-

22g

5
5

8

6

12

1.6

0.7

1.2

1.7

9

6

rb gfcc

0.09

1.4

1.2

3.9

3.3

0.3

3.7

0.8

1.9

2.8

0.06

0.6

1.3

0.07

0.3
0.9

0.8

1.0

0.5

2.6

2.6

3.4

0.7

0.3

1.0

1.4

11.0

0.5

0.03

1.4

2.3

6.1

0.6

7.0

f5,Hc/g£

644

32

43

29

33

53
36

38
11

50

200

52

34

143

63

28

21

156

26

20

22

76
113

53

125

206

272

1467

135

154

50

53

, Aobsd

A
880.1

1164.9

1191.6

1225.2

1310.3

1324.4

1359.3

1374.8

1407.3

1414.0

1496.6

1531.4

1668.0

1756.7

1819.6

1844.9

1861.8

1921.5

2280.5

2298.5

2442.7

2539.2

2849.2

2875.1

3015.4

3078.3

3110.5

3230.9

3306.6

3331.6

4325.1

4956.7

Acalce

A
799

1067

1091

1114

1192

1195

1216

1187

1269

1258

1322

1366

1538

1534

1567

1683

1677

1646

2000

2061

2160

2131

2237

2470

2599

2557

2592

2773

2727

2642

2775

2772

3272

4310

Lower level

5s5p3 5S2

5s5p3 3 D 3

5s5p3 3D2

5s5p3 3D3

5s5p3 3D]

5s5p3 3D2

5s5p3 3 D 2

5s5p3 3p0

5s5p3 3 P 2

5s5p3 3 D 3

5s5p3 3D3

5s5p3 3 P 2

5s5p3 1D2

5s5p3 3p2

5s5p3 3P2

5s5p31D2

Upper level

5s25p4f3D3

5s25p4f3D3

5s25p4f3F4

5s25p4f3F2

5s25p4f3F2

5s25p4f3F3

5s25p4f3Di

5s25p4f3D3

5s25p4f3G4

5s25p4f3G3

5s25p4f!F3

5s25p4f3D3

5s25p4f3F2

5s25p4f3F3

5s25p4f!F3

5s25p5d3F3 5s25p4f1G4

5s5p3 3p2

5s5p3 !D2

5s25p4f3G3

5s25p4f 3 F 3

5s25p5d3F2 S s ^ f ^
5s25p5d 3F 3

5s5p3 1D2

5s25p4f3F4

5s25p4f3G3

5s25p5d3F3 S s ^ f ^

5s25p5d 3F2

5s25p5d 3p2

5s25p5d 3F2

5s25p4f3F2

5s?-5p4f3D3

5s25p4f3F3

5s25p5d3F4 5s25p4f3G5

5s25p5d 3 D 3

5s25p5d 3F3

5s25p4f !G4

5s25p4f3F2

5s25p5d3F4 5s25p4f3F4

5s25p5d3F2 5s25p4f3G3

5s25p5d3F3 5s25p4f3G4

5s25p5d3p0 5s25p4f3Di

5s25p5d 1F3 5s25p4f!G4

A<

cm"1

44

1

6

-16

0

-2

1

0
-2

-3

-8

-9

-3

23

-3

-1

19

0

-5

3

15

0

2

1

7

8
0

-7
-23

0

5

3

0

-11

Intensities for Xe5+ colliding on He/Ar



b R5,He,Ar = fe,
c HFR-calculated weighted branching ratios

<* Observed vacuum wavelengths
e HFR-calculated vacuum wavelengths

' A = cfobs - oievels> where a]eVels ' s 'he calculated transition energy from levels given in

Ref. [9] and new levels given in Table III

8 Blended line
h Charge state classified in Ref. [10]

Table III. Established energy levels ofXe V

Level Eexpa Efitb Percent composition0

cm-1 cm"1

5s25p5d 3F4

5s25p4f3Di

5s25p4f3F2

5s25p4f3D2

5s25p4f ID2

5s25p4f3G3

5s25p4f3F3

5s25p4f *F3

5s25p4f3D3

5s25p4f3G4

5s25p4f3F4

5s25p4f IG4

5s25p4f3G5

171311

206145

191604

-
-

186745

189662

200 Oil

205762

190643

201554

214323

203 796

208 139

191545

206 391

215 850

187 089

190154

199 583

205185

190 955

201176

214 505

201 913

100%

100%

81
81

88

59
45
34

74
55

59
93

% 3F2,12 % 3D2 , 7 % ^ 2

%3D2 ,16% 3F2

% 1 D 2 / 8 % 3 D 2

% 3G3/ 36 % IF3

% 3F3,23 % 3D3,23 % IF3,9 % 3G3

%1F3 ,33%3G3 ,32%3F3

% 3 D 3 / 19%3F 3 / 7% 1 F 3

% 3G4/ 38 % 3F4 / 7 % !G4

%3F4 /41%3G4

%1G4

100%
a The expierimental energies, EeXp,are based on levels given in Ref. [91 and wavelengths

of Table II
b Efit=EtiFR+AE(it, where EHFR 'S the HFR-calculated energy and AEfn is the average

difference between the observed and HFR-calculated energies of the established 5p4f

levels. 4Efit=-5905 cm"1

c HFR calculations. Only percentages larger than 5 % are listed. Underlined numbers

indicate negative eigenvectors, following the LSJ coupling scheme



Table IV. Assignments ofXe V lines given in Ref. [10],

Aobsa

A
3305.96^*

3330.84*

4305.69

4954.13*

5007.80

5159.08

5260.19

5352.92

5394.62

ACa!cb

A
2642

2775

2772

3653

4310

4108

4401

4567

3042

4630

1.4

2.3
6.1
0.7
7.0

0.8

I.I
0.6

0.1
0.4

Lower level

5s25p5d 3F4

5s25p5d 3F2

5s25p5d 3F3

5s25p5d 3Pi

5s25p5d IF3

5s25p5d 1D2

5s25p5d 3 D 3

5s25p5d 3D2

5s25p5d 3p2

5s25p5d 3Di

Upper level

5s25p4f3F4

5s25p4f3G3

5s25p4f3G4

5s25p4f3D2

5s25p4f IG4
5s25p4f3D3

5s25p4f3F4

5s25p4f IF3
5s25p4f3F3

5s25p4f3F2

a Air wavelengths of lines observed and charge state assigned by Duchowicz et al. [10]
b HFR-calculated wavelengths
c HFR-calculated weighted branching ratios
d Blended line
e Observed in this work (Table II)

Table V. Xe V lifetimes obtained from HFR-

calculated electric dipole transition probabilities.

States

5s25p4f 3 D I , 3 F 2 ,
 3D2 /!D2

3G3,3G4,3F4;and3G5
5s25p4f1G4

5s25p5d 3Di, 3Po, D 2 / 3D3
3P], !D2/ and ̂ 3

5s25p5d 3F2 and 3F3
5s25p5d 3F4

5s5p3 3sT and *Pi
5s5p3 3P0/ 3p]7 3p2/ and ^ 2

5s5p3 3Di, 3D2 , and 3D3

5s5p3 5s2

Lifetime

:, 5-7 ns

20 ns

, 30-50 ps

700-800 ps
OO

40-60ps
500-800 ps

1-2 ns

39 ns



Table VI. Classified lines oftheXe VI spectrum.

Series h,Hca
R6,Hc,Arb Lower level Upper level

cm"1

I
II, V
II, V

n,v
II, V
II, V
II, V
HI

29g
869
36
2205 102
3680
133
14
433

50

112
8
90

17

22
33
17
0.2

0.1
1.3
0.07
5.4
6.7
0.4
0.44
0.02

290
668
5143
408
549
332
32
21650

5s24f2F7/2 -7
1179.5 1001
1280.5 1064
1285.5 1072 5s5p2 4p5 / 2 5s24f2F5/2 2
1663.0 1427 5s5p22D3/2 5s24f2F5/2 9
1783.1 1468 5s5p22D5/2 5s24f2F7/2 6
1793.2 1483 5s5p22D5/2 5s24f2F5/2 2

2135.6 2255 5s26s2Si/2 5s26p2p3/2 0
3862.2 3903 5s5p22P3 /2 5s24f2F5/2 10

Intensities for Xe6+ colliding on He/AT

R6,He,Ar = ̂ 6,Hc/^6,Ar

HFR-calculated weighted branching ratios

Observed vacuum wavelengths

HFR-calculated vacuum wavelengths

<4 = o"obs • "levels/ where a)eVeIs <s the calculated transition energy from levels given in

Rcfs. [13,14] and new levels given in Table VII

8 Blended with the 5s25p 2P3/2 -5s5p2 4Pa/2 transition [14]

Table VII. Established energy levels ofXe VI.

Level Eexpa Percent composition13

cm-1

5s24f2F5/2 184 994 98%
5s24f2F7/2 185 306 98%
5s26p2p3/2 270 303 91%
a The experimental energies, £ c x p , are based on levels

given in Refs. 113,14] and on wavelengths of Table VI

k HFR calculations. Only percentages larger than 5 % are

listed



Appendix A

Photon emission from collisions in a gas cell

The rate of emitted photons following slow ion-atom collisions in a model gas
cell is derived under single collision conditions.

Consider an ion beam passing through a model gas cell (Fig. Al) with a
homogenous atomic density p inside the cell, and zero density in the
surrounding volume. The cell has a length Lce\\, and the emitted photons can be
observed along a distance LobS centred at x=XOb5. The observation region is
comparatively short, i.e. Lob5«Xobs. At x=0 the ions, Pf+, enter the cell with a
current S, a velocity v and a particle flow S/qe. Since single collision conditions
are assumed, the ion current S will be approximately constant throughout the
cell. CTjevci is the cross-section for electron capture to the level u in p(<?-D+, and N
the flow of ions in this level. Neglecting autoionization and radiative cascading
from upper levels, the only process populating u is electron capture from the
target atom T by P9+. Thus the rate equation for N reads

(Al)

where the second term accounts for radiative losses with the Einstein
probabilities, Au\, for transitions from u to all possible lower levels 1. Noting
that the sum of Einstein probabilities is equal to the inverse lifetime, f1, eq.
(Al) can be rewritten as

= ~ + f
with the boundary condition N(0)=0. Eq. (A2) has a solution

S -—
N(x) = — po-levclTOe ro , (A3)

qe

from which the rate of emitted photons (number of emitted photons per time)

in the observation region is obtained as

Al



^ (A4)

for a specific transition u-W with the branching ratio b; the Einstein probability

Au\ has been multiplied by the number of projectiles in level u that are in the

observation region, LobsN(XObs)/t>. We see that n becomes independent of x and

5
" = Lobs~ P<W> ' (A5)

if the lifetime is considerably shorter than the time-of-flight from x=0 to x=Xobs,

^ . (A6)

This can be seen as a condition for equilibrium of the population of level u, i.e.
the loss (photon emission) and feed (electron capture) rates are balanced,
corresponding to dN=0 in eq. (Al). By considering also radiative feed in
eq. (Al), the condition (A6) changes so that also the lifetimes of important
cascading levels must be much shorter than Xo\,s/v.

A2



Figure captions.

Fig. 1. The lower part of the energy level scheme of Xe V (Table III and Ref. [9]).
Solid filled (unfilled) rectangles represent completely (partly) established
configurations. The energies of the unknown configurations (dashed
rectangles) are HFR-calculated. The COBM-predictions are pointed out (Eq. 2).

Fig. 2. Detailed energy level scheme of Xe V showing the individual levels
(Table III and Ref. [9]). Established (not established) levels are represented with
solid (dashed) lines.

Fig. 3. The lower part of the energy level scheme of Xe VI (Table V and
Refs. [12,13]). Filled (unfilled) rectangles represent completely (partly)
established configurations. The COBM-predictions are pointed out (Eq. 2).

Fig. 4. Photon emission following collisions between Xe5+ and He recorded in
the 2000-3500 A wavelength region (series III). Xe V lines classified by us
(Table II) are designated with • .

Fig. 5. Photon emission spectra from series II and V. • and • represent Xe V
(Table II) and Xe VI lines (Table IV), respectively, which are classified by us.

Fig. Al. The model gas cell.
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Observation of a systematic deviation
between experimental and theoretical

lifetimes for the 3s3p 3P\ level of high Z
Mg-like ions
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Abstract

We have measured the lifetime of the 3s3p 3P\ level for a number of
Mg-like ions. These measurments have been done using the techniques
of beam-foil spectroscopy. The ions we have studied are Ni XVII, Kr
XXV, Y XXVIII, Zr XXIX and Nb XXX. In all cases we find the
experimental lifetimes to be shorter than those given by theory. The
deviation tends to increases with the ionic charge. Our measured
lifetimes are 10.8 (Ni), 1.2 (Kr), 0.72 (Y), 0.55 (Zr) and 0.45 (Nb), all
lifetimes are in nanosecs.



1 Introduction.

The lifetimes of intercombination lines, e.g. the 3s2 lSo - 3.s3p 3P t transi-
tion in Mg-like ions, are of great importance in atomic structure theory. The
reason for this is that the decays are caused by higher order effects, in this
case the spin-orbit interaction which mixes the 3s3p 3Pi and 3s3p lPy lev-
els. The transition rate is therefor a very sensitive test of the singlet-triplet
mixing coefficients. Intercombination lines are also of interest in plasma di-
agnostics. The relative metastability of their upper levels means that the
intensity of these lines, compared to fast decays, will be sensative to the
plasma environment. This is since a metastable level in a dense plasma can
be depleted by collisional effects, see e.g. [1] for fusion plasma diagnostics
and [2] for astrophysical applications. The intensity ratio of allowed/spin-
forbidden lines has been used to measure the electron density in plasmas.
There has been considerable interest in the lifetime of the 3s3p 3Pi level for
Mg-like ions. Theoretical work has been done by several authors. In a paper
by Cheng and Johnsson [3] the multi-configuration Hartree Fock (MCHF)
method was used to study the energy levels and lifetimes of a number of
levels for Mg-like ions ranging from Cl5+ - U80+. In this work values for the
3s2 J5o — 3,s3p lPi resonance transition were also given. The resonance
transition lifetimes have been tested by experiment and good agreement has
been found, see [4]. Other theoretical works include those by Huang and
Jonhson [5] who used multi-configuration relativistic random phase (MCR-
RRP) theory and by Curtis [6] who used a more semi-empirical approach
using experimental energy levels. All theoretical results are in fairly good
agreement with each other. Experimental work on the 3s2 J 5 0 - 3s3p 3Pi
intercombination rate has also been done for a number of ions along the iso-
electronic sequence. The results for ions ranging from Fe XVI to Zn XIX
have been summarized by Trabert et al. [7]. There are recent measurements
for Br XXIV [8] and very high energy beam-foil measurements for Xe42+ and
Au67+ [9j. Here we present measurements for the Mg-like ions of Ni, Kr, Y,
Zr and Nb.

2 Experiment.

The measurements were done using the techniques of beam-foil spectroscopy
at the RILAC accelerator (RIKEN, Tokyo). Beams of highly charged ions
were extracted from an ECR ion source and accelerated to final energies
of 0.7 MeV/u for Ni and 2 MeV/u for the other ions. The ions were then
directed towards the target chamber where they were further stripped and
excited by a thin carbon foil (10 figf cm2 for Ni and 40 /ig/cm2 for the
remaining ions). This foil provides an almost instantaneous excitation and



by moving the foil along the beam (up stream) we can change the point (in
time) of observation. If the spectral lines are then resolved by a spectrometer
we can measure decay curves by moving the foil. The spectrometer we used
was a 2.2 meter McPherson/Nikon grazing incidence spectrometer equipped
with a 600 lines/mm grating and a Ceratron electron multiplier. Details of
the experimental set-up can be found in [10]. Before being able to extract
reliable lifetimes from the measured decay curves we found it neccesary to
make a number of modifications to the measuring system. The need for these
modifications is brought about by the swarm of energetic electrons created by
the interaction with the foil, i.e. cusp electrons (0.373 keV for Ni and 1.066
keV for the other beams) and the binary encounter electrons at 4 times the
cusp energy. We found a relatively high background rate (i.e greater than
the detector dark rate and considerable w.r.t. our signal rate) at large foil
spectrometer-slit separations. This background decreased as a function of the
foil separation. We attributed this to electrons hitting the spectrometer slits.
This was confirmed by applying a magnetic field close to the spectrometer
slits which reduced the background rate to that of the detector dark rate.
This has been discussed in an earlier paper on beam-foil spectroscopy of 2
MeV/u Nb [11]. In later measurements we used an auxiliary slit assembly to
eliminate this background problem. A second problem, also caused by beam
related electrons, is that of beam normalisation. The time spent collecting
data at each position of the foil is normalised to the time taken to collect
a given amout of charge in the Faraday cup. However as the foil moves
away from the Faraday cup the fraction of electrons in the beam will change.
This is due to a number of causes, e.g. the electron angular distribution,
scattering and bending in stray fields. Thus the normalisation will not be
correct. We found that we could measure the varying time spent at each foil
position by scanning the foil up and down stream during a period of stable
accelerator operation. From this we could construct a correction function.
However we also tested this by placing a secondary (fixed foil) in front of
the Faraday cup to prevent electrons entering the Faraday cup. Then during
stable accelerator operation we saw this to give a correct beam normalisation.
Some problems with current measurements for lower energy ion beams has
been discussed by Stokli and Winecki [12]. A more detailed report on the
variouse corrections is in progress [13].

Before measuring the decay curves for the 3s2 1S0 - 3s3p 3Pi transition
we recorded delayed spectra for each of the ions. A delayed spectrum means
we move the foil away from the spectrometer slits and thereby enhance the
contribution of long lived levels in the recorded spectra. In all cases except
Ni we recorded delayed spectra at 2 beam energies. This was done to aid the
identification of the various intercombination lines. A full report on these
lines is in preparation [14]. The methods of delayed beam-foil spectroscopy
have been described earlier in [7], The spectrometer was calibrated using



know lines in prompt spectra (usually Na- like lines). Wavelengths for the
Mg-like intercombination lines were taken from the work of Seely et al. [15].
An example of delayed spectra (0.5 ns after excitation) for 2 beam energies
of Y is shown in fig. 1. In fig. 2 we show examples of decay curves recorded
for Ni XVII and Nb XXX. These are shown over a 5 ns range wheras we
recorded the Ni decay curve over around 30ns. We recorded several decay
curves for each ion under varying conditions, i.e. with and without the
secondary Faraday cup foil, see [13] for a fuller discussion. We also recorded
spectra at half the wavelength region of interest to check for blends from 2nd
order lines. We did not find any blending problems although some of the
lines seen in the delayed spectra in the region of interest were found to be
2nd order. In the case of Kr XXV we recorded the 3s3p 3Pi decay curve
at 2 energies to estimate the contribution from the blending 3s23p zPx/2 -
3s3p2 4.Pi/2 transition from Al-like ions. These decays were recorded at 139
and 165 MeV. The lower energy measurment would show a stronger effect
of the blend. The lifetime was found to be a little longer than at the higher
energy, however it was within the error bars. We estimated the intensity
of the blend at 165 MeV to be less than 10 percent based on the intensity
of the other Al-like intercombination lines. Wavelength data for the Al-like
intercombination lines has been taken from thw work of Jupen and Curtis
[16]. The lifetimes were extracted from the experimental deacy curves using
the multi-exponential fitting program DISCRETE [17]. Table I contains the
experimental 3s3p 3P\ lifetimes along with a comparison to the theoretical
results of Curtis [6]. Figure 3 shows a plot of the scaled oscillator strength
vrs (. The deviation between experiment and theory [5] is quite clear in
this figure. We also checked for possible hyperfine quenching effects on the
3s3p 3Pi lifetime by recording decay curves for 90Zr (1=0) and 9 1£r(I=5/2).
No effect was observed at the level of accuracy of our data. This is consistant
with the results of Marques et al. [18] where calculations for the 3s3p 3P
level lifetimes with hyperfine effects included were presented. We should
point out that measurements of allowed transitions in Na-like Nb [19] and
several Ne-like cases [10], [20] have shown good agreement with theory. Any
serious experimental problems should have appeared in connection with those
measurements.

3 Conclusion.

We have found a clear deviation between experiment and theory regarding
the lifetime of the 3s3p 3P\ level for high Z Mg- like ions. This deviation is
shown to increase as a function of Z at least as far as we have measured, i.e.
Mg-like Nb.
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captions

Table I

Comparison of the experimental 3s3p3Pi lifetimes with those of Curtis [6].

Figure 1

Delayed spectra of 178 and 148 MeV foil excited Y. The line at 213.7 A is
the 3s2 ̂ o - 3s3p 3P\ Mg-like intercombination line. In both spectra the
foil has been moved 10 mm upstream of the spectrometer entrance slit.

Figure 2

Examples of 3s3p 3/>i decay curves for 0.7 Mev/u Ni and 2 MeV/u Nb.

Figure 3

This shows the oscillator strength scaled by the square of the effective charge
(for convenience). The measured points for Fe - Zn are from [7], the Br point
is from [8] and the remaining points (Ni, Kr, Y, Zr and Nb) are this work.
The theoretical data is that of Huang and Johnson [5].



Ion

NiXVI
Kr XXV
Y XXVIII
Zr XXIX
NbXXX

rexp [ns]

10.8 ±0.2
1.24 ±0.05
0.72 ± 0.07
0.55 ±0.03
0.45 ± 0.025

Ttheory [ns]

12.5
1.54
.878
.743
.637
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